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Faculty Takeover of
Journal to Be Decided
at Oct. ·30 Meeting
CHil..DREN'S HOSPITAL DEBATE: U.S. Congressional candidates f-0r San Diego's 49th
District relax following televised debate. The candidates are, left to right, Democrat Lynn
Schenk, Libertarian John Wa/Iner, and Republican Judy Jarvis.

The Third Man: 'Win with Wallner'
Campaign Takes Off in Race for 49th
-

By Stacie L. Brandt
MotioM Bditcr in Cllof

-

"I can win with 35% of the vote. With
only 5-10%, I throw the race to Lynn
Schenk. With less, Jarvis gets the nod."
JohnWallner,30yearoldLibe tariancan-,
didate for Congress in San Dkgo's 49th
District, was intense over breakfast during
our first inteIYiew.
Mr. Wallnerishalfwaythrough USD's
evening JD program. A merit scholar and
San Diego Law Review member, he is
talcing this semester off to concentrate on
the rigors of a'run for the House. We first
met Lawyering Skills I, Fall 1990. Now
two years late~. Mr. Wallner was preparing
for a tough encounter with a lunch meeting
ofFAIR-- Federation for American Immigration Reform.
Mr. Wallner is opposed by Democrat
Lynn Schenk and Republican Judy Jarvis. .
Ms. Jarvis, a nurse, won the GOP primary
as the sole female candidate among a field
often in this political "Year ofthe Woman."
Ms. Schenk is an attorney and wifeofUSD
Law Professor Hugh Friedman. None of
the candidates has previously held political office, although Ms. Schenk served as
California Secretary of Business, Transportation and Housing. The San Diego
Union-Tribune, which has consistently
ignored Mr. Wallner's candidacy, proclaims it a certainty that San Diego will
have a female member in the House next
term.
Mr. Wallner also ran in the former
·44th District in 1990. While working and
attending law school, he spent $5,000 and
garnered 5.5% of the vote. This year he
planstospend$15,000,someofwhichwill
be used to purchase radio and television
ads, a Libertarian first in the past twenty
years.
Back at breakfast, our eggs were cooling. His Men's Wearhouse suit jacket put

m

aside, Mr. Wallner was leaning over the
table and passionately describing a Libertarian: ''Two people walk into a room.
One says he's for free speech and civil
liberties. The other claims she's for low
taxes and a free market. The Libertarian's
the one who walks in and agrees with both
of them."
.,
Mr. Wallner contends that because
Libertarians share mutual ground with
both Demociats and Republicans, he can
work with ,both well. That w~ his response when asked if he would work together with the California delegation in
Wash:ngton, posed at the Sept. 23 televised debate sponsored by the League of
Women Voters with Children's Hospital
and Health Center. ·
At breakfast we reviewed the issues.
On abortion, he's "afraid of a government
powerful enough to ban it." However, he
is opposed to any federal government funding of clinics, preferring private or local
support. Infact,Mf. Wallnerisopposedto
federal government spending except in
three areas: national .defense, national
police such as thcFBI.a!Jd CIA (with both
he expressed dissatisfaction), and federal
court systems. He finds the current Republican intolerance on social issues and its
family values campaign "shocking." As
for the war on crime, Mr. Wallner said,
."Turns out we can't solve a problem in this
country without having a war on it."
On taxes, traditionally on the Libertarian hate list, Mr. Wallner said, "The
paperwork bends the Bill of Rights. This
onerous, invasive tax on production forces
us to make economic decisions based on
the tax code, rather than on the economy;
it makes us less efficient" Only one third
of federal revenues comes from the personal income tax.
To balance the federal deficit, Mr.
Wallner proposes that we stop borrowing
immediately, then cut spending by 4% a

See Wallner page 4

Student Control of Journal of Contemporary
Legal Issues Endangered
By Journal of Contemporary
Legal I ssues Board
On September 22 a meeting was held in
the Dean's office to determine the future of
the Journal of Contemporary Legal Issues.
Present-- at the meeting were the current
Editorial ·Board of the Journal, Dean
Strachan, and Professors Wohlmuth and
Alexander.
In the meeting Professors Wohlmuth
and Alexander proposed that the Journal in
the future should be managed by a Faculty
General Editor with complete authority.over
articles selection, student staff and budget.
Under;the new proposal, the Journal format
will concentrate on publication of papers
resulting from a live symposium to be held at
USD each year. Faculty editors would be
selected by rotation amongst interested faculty, .
The new proposal represents a dramatic
change for the Journal, which traditionally
has been a student managed publication
under the sponsorship of a faculty advisor.
Membership is voluntary and advancement
is based upon each student's contribution to

the orgimization. The Journal was started in
1987 to establish an alternate forum for students who did not make LawReview buc were
interested in journal experience, which is
held in high esteem by most legal employers.
It was also hoped that the Journal would
provide a potential publishing venue for student authored articles.
The Journal was approved by the faculty, who agreed to lend its name to the new
venture on the condition that the Journal be
self supporting. Faculty sponsors from the
Journal's inception to date have included
Professors Wohlmuth, Dallas and .
Schwarzchild.
The Journal has enjoyed checkered success. While the first two years went smoothly
enough, there were transitional problems
when the original founding group of students
graduaied. These problems were exacerbated by Severe financial losses resulting
from a Symposium on the Gulf War in early
1991, which left the Journal deep in thered
and behin.d in its publishing schedule.
In the fall of 1991, the Journal approached the Upiversity for financial assistance. Because it had been accepted by the
University as a self financing operation, the
school was reluctant to step in. Dean Strachan
1

See Journal page 4

Fellmeth Accepts Law School's
First Endowed Faculty Chair
By CPIL Staff
OnJune29,ProfessorRobertC.Fellmeth
was officially installed as the first holder of
the Price Chair in Public Interest Law, the
School ofLaw's first endowed faculty chair.
Funding for the Chair was provided
through a generous donation of $1.8 million
from Sol and Helen Price. The holder of the
endowed faculty chair is to teach public
interest law and direct USD's Center for
Public Interest Law (CPIL). Professor
Fellmeth founded CPIL in 1980 and has
served as its first and only director ever since.
Fellmeth and the Prices were honored at a
private dinner on June 29 hosted by USD
President Author Hughes and attended by
Dean Kristine Strachan.
Sol Price, attorney and founder of the San
Diego-based Price Club wholesale ware-

house chain, isa longtime supporter ofCPIL.
The goals of CPIL are to open the state
regulatory process to public scrutiny and to
train students to advocate the interests of the
under-represented in the courts, legislature, _
and administrative ,agencies. The Prices'
commitment to CPIL reflects their long held
interest in challenging government to serve
the needs of the public, rather than the
desires of monied special interests.
"The generous Price endowment means
that the Center for Public Interest Law has
become a permanent part of USD Law
School," said :Professor Fellmeth.
Created in 1980, CPIL is a unique clif!ical
program which serves as a watchdog of 60
state agencies regulating business, professions, trades, and the environment Many of
CPIL' s 500 graduates have gone on to successful careers in pubijc or public interest
law. ·Some ofCPIL's graduates include the
currept executive director of the Utility Con

See Fellmeth page 4
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The Party Is Over
USD Student Witnesses the Fall
By Christie Graves

Itis an understatement that the
events that have taken place in
Russia o.ver the past year and a half
are remarkable. Opinions differ
whether the former Soviets are better off now than before the collapse ·
of communism. However, there is
little argument that the situation in
Russia and the former Soviet Republics has changed radically, and
for better or worse, the people must
now contend with the mindboggling
task of rebuilding their lives and
their countries.
This past summer I traveled to
Russia with three students from
USD and twelve other students and
two professors from around the
world Ourexperiencedifferedfrom
the other study abroad pr~grams
because we traveled with our professors constantly. We were lodged
together in the same hotel in each
city, and. when we were brave
enough to eat the hotel food, we all
ate together too. Like it or not we
were constantly close.
I traveled to the Soviet Union
in 1986 with a group of high School
students. I also spent four years in
college studying the Soviet Union,
Russian art and history, and post
World War II Eastern Europe.
However, all the classroom study in
the world could not have prepared
me for the shock and amazement I
felt returning to Russia six years
later.
I knew as soon as we got off the
plane in Moscow that things were

dramatically different The line to
have our passports stamped took
only a few moments whereas in
1986 itseemed to take hours. Televisions and stereos were now for
sale in the lobby of the airport, and
advertisements on the wall boasted,
"Visit American Restaurant in
Moscow." There was even a robot
roaming the floor of the airport
handing out flyers for a new casino.
Our bus ride to the hotel showed
leftover skeletons of communism,
now being replaced with signs of
the future. In 1986, I vividly remember the road from the airport
into Moscow lined with huge red
signs in Cyrillic, boasting the glories of communism,. The same
signs adorned the tops ofapartment
buildings and offices. Those signs
have been replaced with the names
of well known European and Japanese products. Some signs haven't
been replaced at all, but their empty
frames line the highways and building tops where the Communist party
slogans once stood.
The streets are now crowded
with poople all day long. Masses of
people form flea markets all over
the city where people sell whatever
they have: pots and pans, books,
tennis shoes, food. The city has
taken on a bustling, chaotic quality,
much different from the somber
moodofl986. Thenitwasdangercms for a Muscovite to speak to an
American on the street, and selling
goods or services for a profit was
considered morally corrupt by the
state. Today, communicating with
foreigners and entrepreneurial activity is a means of survival.
Our classes in Moscow, St.

Did You Know?

Petersburg, and Warsaw discussed
the endless problems facing Russia
and Poland's transformation to a
market economy. We also discussed with attorneys in both countries the difficult task of rewriting
their respective constitutions, revising the laws to fit the economic
and social changes, and dealing
with the widespread frustration in ~
society due to the painfully slow
pace of positive change.
RED SQUARE: USD law student Christie Graves admires the ample
Our trip had lighter times as available parking in Red Square.
well. Having no hot water in Moscow lost its humor by the eighth
day. The unidentifiable food .in
Russia was always good for a laugh,
especially since! was smart enough
to bring American snacks, but foolish enough to eat them on the plane
ride over.
'
By Tom O'Brien
Riding the spotless marble subway in Moscow is a great way to
The San Diego Law Review recently announced the results of its
mingle amongst "Average Rusannual
write-on competition ata picnic at Crown Pointon September
sians", and a good way to get lost.
12. Seven new provisional Law Review members -- Marc Carpenter,
The subway is probably the best
David Johnson, Kevin Kemper, Ben Nutley, Edward Perna!, Tim
bargain in Europe, one half a U.S.
Tatro,
and Matt Wakefield-- were chosen from a field of 46 writers.
penny for a one way ticket 1111yOver70
students picked up the writing assignment, which involved
where in the city. For about three
Tort
liability
issues.
U.S. dollars you can also catch a
All
student
members of the LawReview maintain a "provisional"
ride in a private car by standing on
status
until
they
have completed a Comment, a Casenote, and a large
the curb with your arm outstretched.
number
of
grueling
cite checking assignments. A Comment is a
(Translation: hitchhiking.) It was
student
piece
which
focuses
in depth on a current legal "hot topic."
safe and cheap, and another great
A
Casenote
reviews
a
recent
court decision and analyzes how that
way to meet people. may
affect
the
current
legal system. San Diego Law Review
decision
In my opinion, the Russia-Postudent
Comments
and
Casenotes
have been cited by trial and
land Program was well run and
appellate
courts
in
theif
published
decisions.
worth the expense. I highly recomThe San Diego Law Review has also announced that Comments
mend traveling to Russia to anyone
written
by law students Christian Humphreys and Kim Boyer have
wlio has an appetite for the unpr~
been
selected
for publication in the Law Review's Volume 30. The
dictable.'°"Moscow is unlike anyhave fulfilled theirCommentrequirement: Suzanne
following
students
where in Europe. The city has a
Evans,
Brendan
Griffin,
Scott Oliver, Scott Patterson, Gigi Scatena,
wealth of natural resources, art,
Marjeta
Six,
Sharon
Spivak,
and Julie Vogelzang. Also, Tim Hart, ·
and culture to offer those with a
Larry
Lucarelli,
and Luke Ryan have completed their
Bonnie
Kane,
mind open to adventure.
Casenote requirement for the Law Review.
The latest issue of the San Diego Law Review, Volume 28, No.
3, will be available soon in the first floor ofWarren Hall. This special
immigration issue contains articles on the fourth amendment and the
INS; spouse-based immigration laws; the involuntary expatriation of
Black Hebrews; and foreign investment and the Immigration Act of
1990. The issue also contains two student Comments and two student
Casenotes.
The next issue of theReview will be published later this semester.
A special Pacific Rim edition, it will include articles on environmental law in Hong Kong, Singapore, Canada, Mexico, and the United
States. This issue will also contain student pieces written by Jeff
Guise, John Rigne, and Michael Blazina.

San Diego Law Review
Announces New Members

Vice President Gives USD
Commencement Address
By Sylvia Polonsky
M otior" Staff wrilcr

First in a continuing series of articles about the history of USD.
Throughout the semester Motions will focus on how USD has
evolvedinto the institution we know
today. Although USD has changed
a lot over its 43 year history, its
roots are quite interesting. Did you
know that:
USD was chartered in 1949 as
two corporations: the College for
Women founded by the Society of
the Sacred Heart and the College
. for Men/School of Law.founded by
the diocese of San Diego.
The name of the campus,

Alcala Park, reflects dedication to
California's Spanish heritage and
_honors San Diego de Alcala.
Enrollment of the College of
Women began with 33 students.
The College of Men began with 39
undergraduatesand55 lawstudents.
Today USD's total enrollment is
6083.
TheCollegeofMenandSchool
of Law were originally housed at
UniversityHighSchool. TheSchool
of Law began as an evening program because it shared a building
with the College of Men, which
occupied the building during the
day.
Vice President Richard M.
Nixon gave the frrst commencement address at the College for
Men in 1959. On the same day, he
dedicated the new arts and science
building (Serra Hall) and received

the school's frrst honorary doctorate of law.
The College of Women had a
formal protocol during the 1950s
and 1960s which requited women
to be suitably attired for dinner in a
dress,nylons,andheels. Theywere
also required to obtain permission
from the college president if they
were leaving the campus for the
evening.
Encouraged by Vatican II, the
colleges mergedin 1972 into a single
USD.

..

Motions
A Student Newspaper of the University of San Diego
School of Law
Founded in 1987
Previously The Woolsack, 1971-1987
t>ul>lished between four and eight times each semester. USO School of Law, Alcala
Parle, San Diego, California 92110.
Editor in Chief: Stacie L. Brandt

Business Manager: Scott E. Slattery

Publishing Director: Gregory T. Lyall
Articles Editors: Elizabeth Genel
Justin I. Millet

The next article in this series
will focus on some of the more
humorousevents that have occurred
on the USD campus.

Staff writers: Clui.stopher Harris, Jeffrey Gaffney, Dallas O'Day, Sylvia Polonsky,
Jamison A. Armentrout, L. Lucarelli, D. Elisabeth Espy ,
Faculty Advisors: Carrie Wilson, Mannon Schwart7.ehild
Advertising: For infonnation and availability call 619-~00 en 4343.
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Career Center Should Be First
Step for Job Planning
Tell your hairdresser. (I'm serious.) Tell the man sitting next to
By Elizabeth G~nel
you on that flight to San Francisco.
Motions Articles Editor
(Dead serious on that one. My
friend got a fabulous job, complete
with company car and phone.)
Andperhapsmostimportantly,keep
First in a continuing series
your spirits up. If you don't get a
paying
job this summer, volunteer
I was wondering what everyyour
time
somewhere you want to
one was doing milling about the
work.
Take
the opportunity to do
bulletin board across from the Writs.
something
within
the legal field
Is there a drawing for a Miata? Is a
that
you
may
not
have
the chance to
Supreme Court justice coming to
you
graduate.
Legal
do
when
town and the only three tickaid,
helping
the
homeless,
that
ets available are hanging on
of
thing.
But
do
somekind
that wall? No, I discovered, it
thing law-related even if it
is hunting season. The fall
means selling lipstick at
job/interview hunting season.
Nordstrom to pay the sumA sport where everyone can
mer
bills. I did it last sumwin if they think smart, persemer.
It's very exhausting, but
vere, and use the Career Cenjust
get
a mini-massager from
ter.
Brookstone:
massage your
Since I didn't notice my
feet
behind
the
counter, and
name up on that bulletin
ignore
the
little
whirring
board, I thought I'd make an
noise.
appointment to talk to Susan
If you need help with your
Benson, the Director of Ca- ·
resume, theCareerCenterhas
reer Services, to see what's
a computer with alaserprinter
what, and to make sure she
to help you out. They have
knew how to spell my name
Lexis
and Westlaw to do job
should the need arise.
searches,
as well as newsletForfrrst year students who INTERVIEW BULLIIBN BOARD: Students examine board outside Career
search
tips, employters,
job
have no idea what I'm talking Center to learn the names of the 5%ers.
ment
and
salary
information.
'
J
abcut. T'll give vou a brief,
So
please,
keep
your eyes
thumbnail sketch. Don't
to
create
a
few
minutes
to
They've
taken
the
time
open,
and
take
a
perhapsanon-traditionaljoqwhere
worry about it until first semester,
check
out
the
Career
Center.
Reyou
can
use
your
fancy
J.D.?
Exfabulous
timetable
of
deadlines
for
second year. Study hard this year,
get good grades because boy do they plore your different options by different legal areas. For example member, finding a job is a full time
count, and relax, because as bad as thinking about what classes you've .there will be an information meet- job in itself, and the Career Center
first year is, at least you don't have enjoyed. Your goals may shift after ing on judicial clerkships can help!
Motions will be featuring artaking some classes or clerking, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14.
to worry about getting a job.
ticles
on the Career Center with
Second
years,
that
means
you
espebut
don't
worry
because
the
Career
Okay, back to everybody else.
of
guides
and
cially,
because
you
have
to
apply
Center
has
all
kinds
every
issue,
and Susan Benson will
I'd like to tell you a little bit about
be
publishing
her own newsletter.
to
help
you.
now
for
after
graduation.
Get
it?
directories
theCareerCenter. Ireallyshouldn't
With
all
you
have
going for you,
You
have
to
read
the
fine
print
The
staff
is
high
energy
and
tell you this because you 'II probably
av<i.ilable
at your finplus
all
this
carefully
when
thinking
about
jobs
committed
to
helping
students,
but
getthejoblwant,butSusanBenson,
gertips,
dop.
't
you
feel
better
about
you
have
to
meet
them
half-way.
if
a
deadline
passes
you
by,
because
Kate Vargas, and Cindy Howe are
getting
a
job?
I
know
I
do
.
.
Y
6u
have
to
connect
by
going
in
you.
that's
one
less
opportunity
for
in that office to help you get a job.
Don't neglect your academics
Really. Tl!ey are. Let's start with and checking out · the services.
the basics. The office is open M T Thumb through some of the differ- 1hile looking for the perfect job.
W 8:30-6:00, Th F 8:30-5:00 while ent directories. There are job books But always keep your feelers out. Ms. Genel is a second year student
available with current listings of Don't be afraid to teli everyone you desperately seeking a job: "Any
classes are in session.
Let's assume you are a student employers who actually have hir- know that you are a brilliant law job. At this point I'm noJ_terribly
and you think it might be a good ing needs! Ifyou are having a hard student looking to share your tal- particular. I don't n<!;ed a corner
idea to start looking for a job. Start time, make an appointment with ents with some lucky employer. office or a company car."
with the Career Center. With that
great bulletin board outside, think
of all the treasures inside. Aside
from three fabulous career counselors who will make you feel good
about your decision to come to law
school, they have all kinds ofdirectories for all kinds of jobs.
Think about what kind of job
you want Do you want to work in
a big firm? A small firm? The
government? Federal or state?
Which state? Public interest? Or

Susan, Kate, or Cindy.
Keep in mind that most of the
legal community works around very
strict deadlines. If you think I'm
kidding check out what happens
when you turn in a lawyering skills
paper late, or better yet, a ~
Review writeon, orMoot Court brief
afier the deadline. These stringent
guidelines should keep you focused.
Make yourself a calendar, or better
yet, stop by the Career Center and
pick up a handy hiring timetable.

Noted Natural Law Theorist Speaks at USD:
Professor Charles Rice
theory and legal positivism. Quoting noted positivist Hans Kelsen,
By L. Lucarelli
Rice explained the difference beMotions Staff writer
tween natural law theory and positivism as one of whether there is
some "higher law" to which posiProfessor Charles Rice, co- tive (man-made) law must coneditor of theAmerican Journal of form. Positivism, he explained,
Jurisprudence and Professor of holds that any law is valid if it is
Jurisprudenceand Constitutional duly enacted by the legislators of a
Law at Notre Dame Law School, community. The alternative view,
addressed a crowd of roughly 90 represented by natural law theory,
people last Thursday on the sub- is that positive law is only valid if it
ject of natural law theory. Echo- conforms to the principles of natuing a law review article he pub- ral law, which principles are delished in Wake· Forest Law Re- rived from the nature of the thing
view, Rice explained that natural governed, i.e., humans.
law theory is the story of how
Professor Rice illustrated the
need for natural law theory as an
things work.
Professor Rice noted that antidote for unjust positive laws by
there are two competing theories referring to the case of Nancy
of jurisprudence, natural law Cruzan and other euthanasia cases.

He noted that Nancy Cruzan, whom
Justice Stevens questioned as being
not "human," was capable ofcrying
when visitors leftand eating a breakfast of eggs, bananas, and other
"normal" food. Professor Rice suggested that laws sanction the termination oflives, not for the benefit of
the lives terminated, but for the
benefit of society. Noting an increasingly aging population, he
predicted that the nonconsensual
killing of the aged would become
more common as society found its
ability to care for them increasingly
limited.
While ProfessorRice noted that
natural law theory had its roots in
philosophers such as Aristotle and
Cicero, he made frequent references
to St. Thomas Aquinas. Although
the speech often exhibited religious

overtones, Professor Rice gave
little attention to volatile social
issues other than euthanasia.
ProfessorRice noted that the
Constitution is a noble document
and thatm,itural law theory should
be used to interpret the Constitution, not contravene it. He suggested that natural law theory
should not be us'e d as an
eisegesistic method for judges to
insert their own views in the
document when those views were
incompatible with it.
After fielding several questions of a more or less religious
bent, Professor Rice suggested
that those in attendance should
pray that Notre Dame beat
Stanford (a request which, 'apparently, went unheeded).

LRAPStudy
Underway
By Christopher Harris
MolioMStaffwrit<:r

"Nothing is more disheartening than ... to see a career in public
interest law become unattainable
because the debts ... make it financially impossible . . . . Thus, a
program ofloan assistance is essential to maintain both the flow of our
graduates into public interest law,
and the credibility of our future
efforts to recruit students with public interest ambitions." -- Dean
GeraldF. Uelmen, Santa Clara University School.
A Loan Repayment Assistance
Program (LRAP) allows law school
graduates the opportunity to work
in public interest law and meet the
legal needs of society's unfortunate. An LRAP offers post-graduate financial aid to those employed
in the field of public interest law.
Administered by the USD Office of
Financial Aid, it would encourage
students to consider public interest ·
positions by lowering their monthly
loan payments.
AtUSD,theneedforanLRAP
program is particularly dire because
the students' debt burden has risen
dramatically. Over the last 10 years,
tuition at USD has increased by
approximately 300%, from $3,980
in 1982toover$14,000in1992: In
the same _period, salaries in the
public interest field have-increased
by less than 30%. The average
beginning salary in the area of public· int~rest law is approximately
$25,000. During this period, the
number of law school graduates
nationwide who accepted public
interest jobs decreased by 50%.
USD is particularly well suited
to encourage students to enter this
legal field because of US D's Center
. for Public Interest Law. CPIL instructs students in the mysteries of
the regulatory maze and empowers
them to advocate consumer concerns in the state regulatory process. Recently, CPIL has been instrumental in the restructutjng of
the disciplinary procedures in both
the State Barand the Medical Board,
two of California's largest professional licensing organizations.
To address this wide disparity
in salary and loan debt, Harvard
Law School in 1974 creatt;d the
nation's first LRAP. Since then,
LRAPs have swept the nation. In
California, Boalt Hall, Loyola,
UCLA, USC and USF all have
LRAP programs. At USD, Christine Harbs is working to finish a
proposal several years in the making and to introduce it to the school
administration. Students would
greatly assist this organization by
taking the 60 seconds to fill out and
return· the red forms which have
recently appeared in student mailboxes. With student help, USD will
developanLRAJ>programand USO
graduates will have an opportunity
to enter into a fulfilling career in
the area of public interest law.

)
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Journal from page 1
laid out a number of conditions for the continued operation of the Journal, which included a student based solution to the fmancial quagmire and that the Journal catch up
in its publishing schedule.
Last year's Board then rolled up its
sleeves and went to work, spending countless
hours to clean up the inherited mess. They
renegotiated past due accounts, developed
new invoicing procedures, held an auction,
and received a capital grant from SBA to put
the Journal back in the black. Two double
volumes, numbers 3 and 4, were published
last year to re-establish publishing integrity.
As a result, every condition originally imposed at the beginning of last school year
upon the Journal for continued operation
was satisfied by September, 1992.
- Unfortunately, the ongoing financial and
political turmoil resulted in fallouts between
past boards and the original faculty advisors.
Eventually both Professors Dallas and
Wohlmuth resigned. Professor Wohlmuth in
the September 22 meeting referred to these
past problems, maintaining that despite the
progress made, the future of the Journal is
untenable under students alone.

Focus on work quality

Both Professors Wohlmuth and
Alexander's main focus in the meeting was
on the quality of the work submitted to the
Journal. They believe that a faculty run
Journal using the symposium format would
be superior to the present Journal because
student run journals, including the San Diego Law Review, must compete for a limited
number of quality articles. It was their
position that only a faculty run format has the
potential to raise the quality of Journal submissions to the top echelon of scholarship in
the legal community. It should be noted that
a faculty run publication at the USD School
ofLaw would be among the first in the nation.
Dean Strachan then raised the issue of
finances. While praising the present!ournal
board for its "Herculean effort" in cleaning
up the situation last year, the Dean emphasized that the new format would require
financing above and beyond the resources of
the present journal. Were the faculty to gain
control, they would receive greater financial
support from the law school, including additional staff and secretarial support, stipends
for student editors, and possibly academic
credit.
Thus, the new facultyrunJournalwould
significantly differ from the existing Journal. Although the new Journal would have

increased financial resources, students would
have no control of topic and article selection.
In short, the Journal will cease as a student
run organization. On the positive side, the
new format increases financial resources
available to the Journa! making new opportunities available to students.
.Mostoftheconcemsvoicedbythepresent
Journal board addressed the role of students
in the proposed new format. One question
centered on whether the new Journal would
be open to student articles. This question
elicited a tentative yes, provided that the
articles were on the symposium topic and
deemed to be quality. Another question
expressed the concern that student editors
·wouldbecomemere"citerats"underthenew
proposai. Professors Wohlmuth and
Alexander are not adverse to active student
, involvement, although it was unclear how
this would work in practice. Related concerns included how future student editors
would be chosen and ·admission criteria for
student involvement.

Journal now on hold

The meeting adjourned on the note that
the futureoftheJournalwas to bedecidedin
a faculty meeting on October 30. Until that
meeting, the Dean has placed a hold on all
Journal activities, including recruitment of
new members. It was indicated that unless
significant reforms, including the increased
faculty control were made, the faculty at the
October 30 meeting would likely withdraw
its support, including the School of Law
name, from the Journal. TheJournalEditorial Board was encouraged to develop any
counter proposals as it saw fit for presentation to the faculty.at the October 30 meeting.
Due to the sweeping nature of the faculty
proposal, the present Editorial Board of the
Journal feels a duty to inform the faculty at
large and fellow law students of the impending changes. The present Board is committed
to improving the quality of the Journal and
welcomes increased support from the faculty
and University. Last year's achievement~
.indicate that students are capable of significant improvement when properly motivated.
-The Board believes that a more equitable
position can be afforded without total
divesture of student control.
The Board welcomes faculty and student
suggestions for the future of The Journal of
Contemporary Legal Issues, especially including comments on the proposed takeover.
The Board plans to hold a town meeting for
the law school community to discuss the
situation in the near future. Board members
are: Victoria Black, Rich Gruenberger, Keith
Johnson, Tony Palmer and Kim Resnick.

USD Students Honored by ABA
By Cheryl For bes

The American Bar Association (ABA)
is the nation's largest and most prestigious
organization within the legal profession. It
has three main divisions: Senior Division,
Young Lawyers Division and Law Student
Division. Sections encompass many specialty areas of law.
I became the ABA representative for
USD my first year in law school shortly after
I attended a circuit meeting and joined the
law student division. All SBA presidents and
ABA representatives from ABA-accredited
law schools attend three circuit meetings and
one national meeting throughout the year.
As ABA Representative I attended my
first annual meeting in 1990 in Chicago. I
authored and presented on the assembly floor
a resolution to reduce legal fees by encourag-
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Wallner from page 1

should have been the government response to Chrysler.
year for 5 years. After 30 years the budget
Humor is an important ingredient of
will be balanced.
the Wallner campaign. He told a debate
Mr. Wallner opposes such wasteful audience, "Politicians are like diapers:
federal expenditures as refurnishing Presi- they should be changed often and for the
dent McKinley's mother-in-law's house. same reason." On big government, "Will
He added, "I do not deliver pork to my Rogers once said 'Thank God you don't
district." Rather, he supports programs get all the government you pay for."'
that will benefit the country as a whole:
IfMr. Wallneris elected on Novemfor example, inner city economic enter- ber 3, he will be the first Libertarian
prise zones. He supports investment as member of the House of Representatives.
well as disinvestment, which he believes He plans to sail the boat he currently lives
aboard through
the Panama Canal
to Annapolis,
DISTRICT
where he has already scouted out
the inexpensive
restaurants. Mr.
Wallner
has
pledged to take a
voluntary 10%
pay reduction in
the $120,000 salary. He expects to
I
draw his staff pri>
marily from San
Diego, with additional expertise
obtained from the
Heritage and Cato
· Foundations.
In case Wash7. Ti -.rra • anta a i
ington does not
o.
work out, Mr.
Wallner plans to
continue working,
w
resume law school
s
~_,,._r-+--4.-,f-I ~~ : ~!:n
at USD, and conS an D i e go Co un ty
-r ..
sider a run for the
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from page 1

sumers' Action Network (UCAN), the staff
counsel to the Senate Judiciary Committee,
.the staff counsel to the Assembly Judiciary
Committee, a senior attorney in the Department oflnsurance, numerous city and district
attorneys specializing ·in consumer fraud,
and the current Supervising Attorney at the
Center for Public Interest Law.
-Students have been involved in many of
the Center's successes over the past 12 years,
including the creation of UCAN (which now
has 60,000 members and is the third-largest
ratepayer advocacy org~nization in the United

Randolph (JD 1992) was honored as being
the best SBA president in the country, as well
as in herregion. Patty O'Connor (JD 1992),
present as a past Ninth Circuit Governor and
ing attorneys to make court appearances by National Chair for Public Interest,was
telephone, which passed. The idea had been awarded a Silver Key for her dedication and
sparked by USD Professor Simmons. I also commitment to the ABA. I was awarded a
co-authored two resolutions which may soon Gold Key, the highest honor bestowed by the
become realities for many of us. The first ABA for service, dedication and leadership.
resolution was to increase the Stafford Loan It was quite an honor, but the best reward was
amount, and the second was to allow tax seeing the· results of USD's extraordinary
deductions
n a t i ona l
for graduparticipaate student
tion.
loans.
Also
Th i s
present in
summer I
San Franr e t ire d
cisco from
from office
USD were
at the ancu rr ent
nual meetNinth Ciring held in
cuitGoverSan Frannor David
cisco. Last
Gurle y,
year's SBA
SBA PresiABA HONOREES: USD students are, left to right, Patty
President
dent RobO'Conner, Cheryl Forbes, and Shawn Randolph.
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States), the abolition of unnecessary state
agencies, its nationally-known efforts to
improve and enhance the state's attorney and
physician discipline systems for the protection of clients and patients, and its recent
attack on Califom_iaLottery advertising. CPIL
interns are given the unique opportunity to
draft legislation and agency rules, participate in high impact public interest test litigation, and work under the supervision of
experienced public interest attorneys and
lobbyists.
Professor Fellmeth added, "It is a great
honor to be associated with Sol and Helen
Price. Their dedication to public justice
gives this chair special luster."

and ABA Representative Danny Rodriguez.
As resolutions are debated, it is interest~
ing to hear the differing views from across
the country. This past August a progressive
assembly met at the annual convention in
San Francisco. Some of the resolutions had
similar themes to those discussed in prior
years by more conservative assemblies. For
example, this year the .Division resolved to
oppose state or Federal legislation which
restricts the right of a woman to choose to
terminate a pregnancy, while last year's assembly chose to take a neutral stand on
abortion.
This year's assembly also resolved that
the Division express its disapproval of the
arbitrary exclusion of homosexuals from the
armed services of the United States. It will
urge the ABA to encourage Congress to pass
H.R. 5208, or similar legislation, to bar ihe
armed services from discriminatjng against
its employees on the basis of sexual orientation. Last year's assembly unsuccessfully
attempted to eliminate JAG as adverti8ers in
theStudentLawyerbecauseoftheirdiscriminatory policies.

· - - ·-
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Rice from page 14
non-person and calling his eighty year old
grandmother a non-person. We are, in fact,
moving toward legalizing lethal injections
for competent people who ask for it, incompetent people who would ask for it, and
incompetent people who should ask for it.
Disappointingly, Professor Rice relies
heavily on a slippery slope argument that
killing a human body which cannot experience any of the higher brain functions which
separate human beings from, say, iguanas,
will lead to mass murder of the elderly. He
concludes that for this reason such people
should not be killed. Such an argument could
be made for eliminating a minimum voting
age. If we can set the age at eighteen, what
is stopping the legislature from increasing it
to twenty? or forty?
Rice assumes without justification that
things with no more human consciousness
than gravel are persons. He thus begs the
major question of the discussion, which is:
"are embryos and the brain-dead persons?"
If so, a natural law analysis might tell us
whether we can morally kill them or not. But
Rice has begged this question too: he argues
from the authority of Saint Thomas that we
must not kill the innocent.
A natural law argument against all euthanasia can be made. Like having an abattoir in ones ow11 b~ck yard, euthanasia may

break down the sense of sanctity of life in the
killer. To kill an animal, or a human without
a brain, may erode the appropriate moral
horror one should experience in considering
the killing of an innocent person.
While Rice's lecture identifies some disturbing trends in the law, his lecture was
. disappointing. He failed to provide a natural
law argument which could convince those
who do not share his assumptions. Rice
merely adopted the proscription of Saint
Thomas without analysis, begged the major
question ofpersonhood, and predictably concluded that Catholic dogma is in fact correct
on the issue of euthanasia.
This preaching to the converted obstructs
serious dialogue on the thorny issues of the
day. Rather than furthering the dialogue, it
merely entrenches supporters. Until partici- ·
pants in the debate take the step of justifying
their conclusions, they will convince no one
but their own.

Labo.r from page 14
and not the Department of Pair Employment
and Housing (DFEH), the administrative
agency which has historically handled these
types of cases and has the most experience in
handling them. Wilson stated that the use of
the Labor Commission would expedite investigations and would result in lower costs

to employers to defend the cases, both seemingly good goals. The facts, however, seem
to show otherwise. While the Labor Commission should be congratulated for the way
it has handled these discrimination cases
since Wilson first ordered their involvement
last summer, they are clearly too inexperienced and understaffed to be handling cases
of this nature and volume. The DFEH is
already in the business of handling discrimination cases, and their track record is excellent. Why not allow them to continue doing
their job?
Initially, it was thought that perhaps the
Labor Commission would be unable to take
cases that were related to hiring or termination practices, and would be limited only to
wage and hour claims, their usual operation.
A quick call to Thomas Cadell, Chief Counsel for the Labqr Commission, quickly put
that rumor to rest. He stated that they will
enforce the. law regarding terminations as
well as hiring, and that since October, 1991,
they have already been doing just that.
So what is the problem? The policy.
What the Governor has done is to give a
mixed message by saying, "Don't discriminate based on sexual orientation, but these
people are not really like the other protected
classes. Homosexuals don' t really deserve
the same protection as African Americans or
Latinos or women or those within the pro-

USD BOOKSTORE
BIG CHANGES have taken place over the summer. ..
W'e have almost TRIPLE·o in size by expanding all previous
departments including the computer department, Law School
- clothing, general interest and reference book sections!
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tectedagegroup". Sure,hehasgrantedsome
rights, but he has not yet made the full leap.
It would seem that the Governor is playing politics with civil rights. Last year the
stakes were too high to sign a bill extending
equal employment rights to homosexuals.
This year, he can't afford to lose any more of
his constituency, so he signs a weakened civil
rights bill.
My guess is that no one will be fully
satisfied with this compromise. The gay
community has been given a soft civil rights
remedy against only employment discrimination. Employers will have difficulty with
the law because it is somewhat inconsistent
with other discrimination law; they knew
what to do with the Department of Fair
Employment and Housing, and now they
need to deal with the Labor Commission
bringing itself up to speed.
Overall, the law is a great idea whose
time is long overdue. The policy, however, is
lacking. Ifwe are going to say that California
will no longer tolerate bigotry, then let's
implement it and put the law in its right
place.

Plea from page 14
discussions with Board members. The Excluded Participants were denied a chance to
meet with the Board as a whole. The Moot
Court Board met in private and voted to
continue denying participation.
The purpose of the Moot Court competitions is to prepare students to be successful
oral advocates. The Moot Court Board decided that it is more important to teach their
fellow students that when practicing law,
success may be-more dependant on caprice
than competence.'
Capriciousness was evident because any
impartial judge would ask:
(1) Isri't it likely that because the dates
were mistaken in the rules that the rule was
drafted carelessly?
(2) If the second signup at the door was
so important, why wasn't it mentioned in the
same announcement that the Moot Court
Board made in the weekly Sidebar on September 8 concerning the competition?
(3) If getting the problem was not an
official "signup," why require the students to
leave their phone numbers? Was anyone
called as a result of this signup after the
Board noticed the rpistaken date in their
instructions?
(4) Because this is such a harsh position _
for the Board to take, what are its motivartions? Choose your poison: covering their
mistake, or excluding participants to make
their job a little easier?
If this is to be a law school where students have high morale combined with a
strong desire to learn, these questions must
be answered in favor of having allowed the
Excluded Participan~ to participate. This is
the only equitable result. Consider that the
students spent between thirty and fifty hours
preparing to compete, and the problem could
have been avoided by spending ten more
minutes drafting the rules, or a few more
hours finding judges.
This was not the chosen route. As both
statute drafter and judge, the Board grew
incteasingly testy with the hoi polloi whiners
who questioned their omnipotence.
Oral arguments were held on Wednesday, September 16, with fifteen percent fewer
. participants than turned in briefS.
Those who spent many wasted hours on
the brief have the right to more honest and
straightforward treatment by the Moot Court
Board. Indeed, all students have the right to
expect more of the Board. In this instance the
Board rose to levels of incompetence and
insensitivity not seen since-- well-- since last
year, when they scheduled the same compe- ·
tition on Yom Kippur, totally unaware that it
would preclude the participation of a sizable
minority of students.
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Student Organization Roundup
By Justin I. Miller
Motions Articles Editor

dent Assn (GALLSA): GALLSA
provides a forum for gay and lesbian law students through informal
gatherings and social events as well
as educational and networking activities. GALLS A also serves as an
interface between the school and
the San Diego gay and lesbian community.
·International Law Society
(ILS): Besides presenting forums,
speakers, and career information
· about international law, each year
ILS co-sponsors the Philip C. Jessop
International Law Moot Court
Competition.
Jewish Law Students (JLS):
JLS provides a social and networking support group to Jewish law
students, staff and faculty. It is
dedicated to religiously and secularly enriching the lives of Jewish

More Hall Public Interest
Law Foundation (PILF): More
Hall PILF raises money to support
law students who volunteer their
summers to public interest law
groups. Money raised goes directly
to students. Much of the funding
comes from an annual law school
fund raising series in the spring.
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity (PAD): PAD is an international law fraternity. The San Diego chapter publishes a phone directory for the law school and conducts the "Day with a Judge" program. PAD co-sponsors with the
SBA the annual Halloween party.
Phi Delta Phi (PDP): PDP is
another law fraternity at USD. It
sponsors the annual spring Barristers Ball, a formal dance for law
students.

The Law School has many student organizations, all designed to
serve the needs of the student body.
Each semester all students pay an
SBA fee from which comes most of
themoneyfororganizations. Other
funding sources include member
dues and fund raising activities.
Student Bar Assn (SBA): All
students are automatically memhers of SBA by virtue of the student
activity fees billed with tuition at
the beginning of each semester.
The StudentBar is the student governing body, and the SBA Council
represents the student body in all
decisions regarding student organization budgets,
faculty input, and
other operations
of the school.
Voting members
of the Council
include representatives from
each of the student organizations, class-year
representatives,
and elected atlarge President
and vice presidents. The SBA SBA RE1REAT: Meeting at Coronado Cays, SBA discusses 'Robert's Rules of Order.'
office is located
in the Writs. '
members of the law school commuSpouses and Significant OthAppellate Moot Court Board: nity.
ers (SPOSO): SPOSO is a support
The Board is in charge of organizLa Raza Law Students Assn group for those closest to our law
ing the Moot Court competitions (La Raza): La Raza is the Latino students and helps law students and
for USD law students and an law students' social support group. their spouses and significant others
intercollegiate invitational compe- Its speakers and forums emphasize share in the law school experience.
tition. The Board is selected every the impact of Latinos on the develWomen's Law Caucus: The
year from applicants, with highest opment ofAmerican jurisprudence. Women's Law Caucus is on the
priority given to those 'who have
Loan Repayment Assistance cuttil)g edge of new developments
done well in the competitions.
Program (LRAP): LRAP is a task concerning women in the law. It
Asian Pacific American Law force created this year to continue was created to address the special
Student$ (APALSA): A support work begun at USD Law School needs and interests of women in
and social group for Asian and about four years ago. The goal is to law, ranging from affirmative acPacific Islander students, APALSA create a program to take over loan tion to career enhancement. Itaims
is a new group this year.
payments for those students who to promote professionalism and
Black American Law Stu- choose to go into public interest law provide opportunities to network
dent Assn (BALSA): B;µ,SA, after graduation. USD is one of and socialize. They have sponone of the oldest support groups, is only three California law schools sored speakers such as judges, and
organized to assist African Ameri- without an active LRAP program. nationally known personalities.
can law students in the transition to
law school. It has taken over much
of the Martin Luther King Day
schedule, sponsoring speakers and
displays during Black History
Asian Pacific Am. Law Students Assn
Month to promote achievements of
800
famous African Americans.
Barrister's Society
300
Black Am. Law Students Assn
Christian Legal Society: The
650
400
Christen Legal Sos;iety is a reliChristian Legal Society
gious/support group providing felComparative Law Forum
350
1200
lowship and spiritual growth to law
Federalist Society
students. The organization is non700
Gay and Lesbian Law Students Assn
250
denominational, and celebrates all
Health Law Interest Group
Christians as equals.
1000
International Law Society
Envt'I Law Society: This orIntramurals
1800
ganization is devoted to the preser490
Jewish Law Students Assn
1400
vation of the environment by assistLa Raza Law Students Assn
ing local attorneys in environmen250
LRAP Student Task Force
tal litigation, participating in the
3000
Moot Court Board
legislative consideration of envi450
More Hall Public Interst Law Foundation
ronmental issues, and working in
1800
Motions
coopyration with the law school's
Phi Alpha Delta
850
Environmental Law Clinic.
Phi Delta Phi
50
Federalist Society: This local
Thomas More Society
900
150
chapter of a national organization
Students for Social Progress
brings prominent national speakWomen's Law Caucus
1400
ers to the school for discussion of
conservative legal topics.
TOTAL AMOUNf REQUESTED:
33256
GRAND TOTAT /\ r LOCATED:
18190
Gay and Lesbian Law Stu-

SBA Budget Fall Semester 1992

~-------------------------------'

Barrister's Society

Picks National Team

National Mock Trial Team to Be Selected Oct. 23

By Shirvan Shenna

The Barristers Society is a
newly fonned club that promotes
trialadvocacyskillsandtechniques.
The Society willhostan intraschool
mock trial competition October2123 in the courtrooms <_lowntown,
with the final round talcing place
6prn Friday night in Grace Courtroom. Thetopfivefinishersofthis
competition will be invited to be
members ofthe1992-93 National
Mock Trial Team.

The competition will be run
similar to national competitions in
that each participant. must be prepared to argue both the plaintiff's
and defendant's cases. Sides for
the trials will be randomly assigned.
Participants must also provide one
witness to perfonn direct and crossexamination.
Although the case file for the
competition was distributed on
October 1 at the Barristers Society
kick-off event, it is .still available
from Leah Holtzman, room 309.
The deadline to sign-up for the
competition is 2prn Friday, Oct. 9.
Membership for The Barris'ters Society is open to all USD
students.

Rotaract: . A Service
Club for Students
By Sandra L. Johnson
Thousands of children have
been immunized from polio, students aregiven full scholarships to
study in foreign countries as ambassadors, hurricane- victims in
Florida and Louisiana are provided
with thousands of pounds of dry
ice .... Who is behind these
projects? Rotary International and
its thousands of Clubs worldwide.
In 1905 an attorney named Paul
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Harris felt the need for fellowship
and a desire for community service
in the quickly growing city of Chicago, Illinois. His need became
reality in thefirstRotaryClub. Since
·then Rotary has grown to more than
1.1 million members with Clubs in
184 countries.
Some years later Rotary established aRotary Club foryoung adults
called ROTARACT. There are
nearly 5,000 ROTARACT Clubs
worldwide. ROT ARACTORS
gather regularly for fun, community
service and professional develop-

1992 Alumni Tort Competition
Kicks Off Moot Court Calendar
Semmer & Lipman. First year
students served as bailiffs in the
By Moot Court Board
preliminary rounds.
Christopher Miller and
Chris Johns0n provided an excellent example of community
spirit by delivering leftover pizzas to the downtown homeless
Forty-six second, third, and
fourth year students participated
after the first and second rounds.
in the 1992 Alumni
The USD Moot Court Board
will next host the
Tort Competition on
National Criminal
September 16, 17
Procedure Competiand 18. It was the
tion. Pam Etter,
first Moot CompetiNational Competition of this school
tion director, has
year.
confirmed that on
Tort CompetiOctober 23 and 24,
tion Coordinator Bill
sixteen teams ·from
0 'Leary wrote the
across the nation will
problem, which dealt
compete. The probwith issues arising
lem deals with fedoutofaclairn fornegeral sentencing
ligent infliction of WINNERS: Alumni Tort Competition winners are, left to right,
guidelines.
Paul Junge, Ed Perna/, Virginia Henkels, and David Bigelow.
emotional distress.
A ·four memInanexcitingfi- ·
nal round, David Bigelow won judges were: ProfessorMikeKelly; ber USD team will be chosen
first place, followed by Virginia Leslie Fleming o~ the Office of the November 11-13 to compete in
Henkels, Paul Junge, and Ed _ Attorney General, Civil Division; the Jessup International Law
Pemal. Top honors also went to and Sheryl King of Coughlan Competition.
Matt Wakefield for Best Brief for
Petitioner. In an unprecedented
three-way tie, David Bigelow, Uzi
Zimmennan, and Kathy Meola
shared the top prize for Best Brief
for Respondent Paul Junge was
Best Oralist.
The San Diego legal community once again gave time to help
judge the competition. Final round

ment. Local ROTARACT projects
h~ve included paperback book
drives for Desert Stonn, building
an ambulance station in Mexico,
and providing Easter baskets for
preschool children.
The newest ROTARACT Club
in San Diego is here at the University
of San Diego. USD is the third
ROTARACT Club in San Diego,
with two more Clubs at SDSU and
UCSD. USDROTARACTisgrowingquickly. Withacombinationof

Editorialist Perkins
Speaks on Poverty
Perkins, speaking to a.group of
fifteen students, noted that while
By Robert Little
poverty statistics have recently increased, there is reason for skepti.cism of these numbers. Because
poverty statistics coming from the
Joseph Perkins, an editorial Census Bureau count only income
writer for the San Diego Union- and not government support or exTribune, spoke at Warren Hall on isting assets, forty percent of the
September 14 as a guest of The "poor" own their own homes. He
Federalist Society. Perkins, who suggested a new system which
writes on a broad array of subjects wouldaccountforgovemmentsupundertheUnion-Tribunemasthead port and assets more realistically.
Noting, however, that ten to
and under his own name in a weekl_y
column, spoke on issues related to · fifteen percent of the Census
Bureau's poor is indeed "truly dispoverty and race.
Perkins, 31, was able to draw advantaged," Perkins suggested soon his experiences growing up in lutions to end the plight of these
Washington, D.C.,andon his work "chronic poor."
Across all demographic
as editor-in-chief of the Howard
University campus newspaper, on groups, families that consist of a
the editorial staff at the Wall Street . two parents with at least one high
Journal, and as an issue advisor to school diploma and one parent
working have a 95 percent chance
Vice President Dan Quayle.

law, graduate, and undergraduate speakers from the campus or busistudents, ROTARACT has already ness community. ROTARACT
fostered new friendships and set pulls together a diverse group of
goals forupconiing projects. Some students and welcomes everyone.
This Club will be one to watch.
future projects include spending a
day with a business person to fur- ·Their enthusiasm is contagious.
therprofessional development, cre- ROTARACT President Charles
ating greater environmental aware- Stones' major goal is to make
ness, and conducting a Christmas ROTARACT"known" on campus.
Through projects and social activigift drive for children in Tijuana.
ROTORACT meets every ties ROTARACT hopes to reach
Wednesdaynightinthenewlybuilt out to the campus and neighboring
Loma Hall and often invites guest community.
media has provided negative role
models for urban youth ·who, because of their limited financial resources, do not have the same
breadth.of options as the wealthy.
In education, he suggested
guaranteeing a free college education to ?Jl inner city high school
graduates. Parental school choice,
Perkins said, would make parents
into "education consumers" ·and
promote interest in their children's
education. "Poorpeople are trapped
by a system" which forces urban
children to go to bad "baby-sitting
service" schools.

'

Forjobs, he heralded enterprise
zones to reduce taxation and
regulation of inner city areas to
bring jobs back into cities.
Recognizing that the causes of
chronic poverty are at root
economic, Perkins said thatastrong,
growing economy was the most
important solution to urban issues.
Lower taxes and inflation in the
1980s resulted in 20 million new
jobs, created with no overall increase
in government assistance. These
are the policies, Perkins related;
which will bring jobs into urban
America and end poverty.

of not being poor. Perkins emphasizes family cohesiveness, education andjobs. BecauseAidtoFamilies with Dependent Children, WIC
(Women, Infants and
Children) programs, and
Food Stamps do not serve
these goals, America needs
a new effort, using the
same $225 billion a year
spenton poverty programs
but with greater emphasis
on accomplishing Perkins'
goals.
In the area of family
cohesive ness, Perkins
spoke of a "cultural problem." He discussed the
"juvenilization of crime"
and how welfare tilted toward unmarried women
discourages family cohesiveness. He also noted
how the entertainment JOSEPH PERKINS: Discussing poverty issues with Bob Little and Bonnie Kane.
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'Nor Shall Private Property Be Taken for Public Use, without Just Compensation'

Legal Perspective: Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council
U.S. Supreme Court Decides Beachfront Taking Case in Favor of Individual Property Rights
The Future Treatment of Partial Takings after Lucas

Comment on Lucas
By Bernard H. Siegan

Mo.st constillltional d.ispul.CS about land use regulations
invol\'C a de1cnnirl31.ion as to when a regulation becomes a
filing . The relC\'atlt clause is in the fifth amendmem.: private
property shall nor. be Lal-en for public use wlthou1 jUSI compenssrion. Tbe 1e.xtbookssayitis allamauerofd egree:: a taking is
effecled when rc:guJatioo becomes arbiuary er excessive..
In the rcccm.ly decided Lucas ''· Sowh
Carolir.a Coastal Co wncil. Justice Antonin

ScaJis., wnling for a majori[) of fo"C, finds

rv.'O exccpllons to I.he degree rule. \.\'hen
govanment caga.gcs inlheseactioos. it takes
propert) . regardless of the justifications it
aLh'aDCCS. First. when it compels the owner
to suffer a physical occupation of the prop011) '. Second, when it adopts a regulation
denying an owna ..all economlcalJy beoefi-

cial or productive use of land.., The first
exc:eptionhaslong beenthe ruk. Thesecood
is I.he basis for Scalia 's opinion and a oew
imerprewion of the taking clause.

PlaintilTDavidl.acasconfroou:d a probICID llOl unknown to many landowocrs. He purchased Land for a
paniailar purpose, bot before be could build, the legisla!we
passed a law prohjbiting lhe inLCOded use. Why do legis1awrcs
aa in this manner? It may be, as the South Carolina authorities
insist. the lawmakm in this case acu:d sclllessly for the public
good. However, as almost anyooe in the world who reads or
fuuns knows.. there is always a variety of other motives tha1 are
DOl so selfless whidl may explain lhe actions of vote-coos:~
politiciam.
This country' s method of dealing wilh this oonc:cm is the
separation of poweis. The courts are supposed to pnxcausfrom
capricious and arbitrary lawmakus. This is a difficult assignIDCDL Scalia'sopicioo providesavaluableanalyticaltoolforthis
purpose. He R':IDOVCS from the unccnainties of lhe degree
analysis a government action that clearly coofisca1.es privaie
property, thcr<by considerably shoring up pmonaJ pro«ctions.
The South Carolina case is an illusuation of the political
baz.anls facing ownas. In 1986, Lucas paid S!l75.000 for two
residential Joo oo the waterfront of a South Carolina barrier
island , intending to build homes of akindthal were on immedia&dy adjacent parocls. At the time of purchase, tbese lots were
not subject to Lhc swe'scoastaJ zone building requirements. In
1988. theswelegisJauue passed an act which bamdLucasand
other owners of land similarly situated from erecting any pcrmaoern habitable strocuues on the par<els.
In a suit Lucas subseqUC11tly filed, the trial coon found Iha!
theSlall: actcleprived him of any reasonablee<:onomic use of the
lots and tmdered them valueless. It awarded Lucas over $1 .2
millioo dollars as just compcmatioo for the taking.
On the basis of these faas few shoold question this award;
the swe coofJSCalcd priv~ property of a penon who had
ccmmi!Ud oo wroog. Howcvtt, as a legal maucr, the problem
as more complex. Anglo-Saxon law has always pro«cltd land
usesoloogastheuseisnothannful. Thcprincipleislhatthelaw
shooldoot_safeguardpenoosouctivilieswbentbeycausehann.
Whatu meantby hann? Inasociery whose economy is based
oo privaJeownmhipand iovestmCll!, the tam should be defined

~a;:;;~;,,!;~';!~ professor al 1he University of

so~ nol to impede the productivity. creativity and ingenuity
of the private sector, and earlier in our history this has been
the practice. Hann has always been interpreted to include a
nuisance. the kind of activity thal is definilely damaging 10
others. Over lhe years. however, coons and legisla1ors have
appl ied the 1cnn to cover a wide range of activities.
South C:irolinacontcnded it acled. among other reasons,
1opreven1 the erosion and destruction of lhe state's beach and
dune area which 'WOu1d be brought about by thC kind of
dcvelopmem Lucas planned for his two lots. It also said il was
in the slal.C 's best intere.s1. to protect and promote beach access
for local residents and tourists. The South Carolina Supreme
Court accepted the state 's reasoning as
justifying the regulation and re v~ lhe
lowcr coun.
Scalia confined his opinion w
regulal..ions that deny all economically
beneficial or productive use of property.
He writes thaJ. when a person buys property,heobtainsabsolute prol.CCtion against
this kind of governmemacrion, subject to
the legal restraints such as nuisance laws
lhen restricting the use of the propeny.
The Justic.e viewed South Carolina's as·
scttion of harm as much too broad and
conse.quentlyadeprivationoftheowner's
rights. The legislattue is limited to ap-plying nuisance laws that were in existence at lhe time of the
land'sac.quisition. In imposing these nuisance laws, the state
does not deprive the owner of any rights since the interest
acquired was subject to tbesc laws.
Thus. the hann that would justify South Carolina's
prohibitions on the L.ucas property are those that no more
than duplicai.e the result thar. could have been achieved in the
cour..s. eitbo!r by adjacent landowners or other uniquely
affected persons undt-.J" theswe's law of privale nuisance, or
by the Slate unda its power to abate nuisances. By a 6-3 vote,
the Coon returned the case to the state for reconsideration
undathe ruling.
The decision makes plain thal. the Coun no longer gives
great deference to the legislature in land use cases as it chi for
~va ~ ~Cal1 following its J926 decision upholding zoning
10 pnncrple. For a majority of the Court. this position
terminalt.d in the early 1980s. Two justices still maintain iL
Justices Harry A Blaclanun and John PauJ St.evens seem to
~md governmen t wise and hwnane when it restricts property
nghts, but never so gifted when other liberties such as
expression and privacy are involved.
In his dissent., Stcvc.ns worries tha1 Scalia' s opinion will
hamper the wort of planners and otbe< government officials
regulating land use. His concern is misdirected. In owsystem, individual rights mai1 high priority. As former
Justice William Brennan once wrote: "'Aft.et all, a policeman
must know the Constitution, then why not a planner?"
Moreover,thisOOWitry's enormousaccomplishmentsinhousing, commercial and industrial development are awibulable
:::...the freedom of the marl<ct, not the authority of the regula-

Jo

. The nation should be COllC<med about adding political
risb 10 the ecooomic risb developen and producen already
coo~ronL Allowing legislarures to coofiSCaltor substantially
dinunish property CrcaleS a risk that many inves&Ors will not
fmdacceptableorwillcause themto secklargeretu111J. When
development is~· the economy and standard of living
Where~ will gov~~t_obtai~ lhc taxes that pay
~=r iCJVlCeS and faciliues. mclurung environmental

suf1:u.

By John H. Miaan

DAYID LUCAS: On the beach in fro nt of his South Carolina waterfro nt property.

Lucas in Brief:
LUCAS v. SOUTH CAROLINA COASTAL COUNCIL
112 S. CL 2886 (June 28, 1992)

Petitioner David Lucas purchased two lots for $975,000
in 1986 on the Isle of Palms, a barrier island near Charleston,
South Carolina. These lots were two of the last four remaining vacant lots in the exclusive area which Lucas had helped
to develop as a single family residential neighborhood. His
purpose in purchasing the two lots was to build single family
homes such as those on the immediately adjacent parcels.
Lucas had house plans drawn up, but as he testified at trial,
he " was in no huny to build because the property was
appreciating in value."
_At the time Lucas purchased !he property, !he Coastal
2'.one Management Act, enacted by !he South Carolina legislature in 1987,did notrequirchim 10obtain apennit from the
South Carolina Coastal Council prior to building on the land.
The Act governed only "critical areas," defined w include
beaches and immediately adjacent sand dunes, within which
Lucas' property did not fall.
In 1988, !he South Carolina legislature enacted the
Beachfront Management Act which esta6lished a "baseline"
connc.cting the furthest inland points of erosion during the
past fony years. The legislature• s stated purpose was to
prevent erosion and to preserve habitats for marine anim~.
However, the Act was also couched in terms of economic
benefit 10 the state through tourism.
ConslrUCtion of "occupiablc improvements" was absolutely prohibited on the seaward side of a line drawn twenty
feet inland of, and parallel, 10 !he baseline. The Act provided
for no exuptio11J or appeals. Because Lucas' propeny lay
~ward of the baseline, he was accordingly prohibited frOm
building homes on !he lots. (Note: Between 1957 and 1973
lhe &bordine was 100 lO ISO feet OOIO Lucas' propeny. and

the lots were either pan of !he beach or flooded twice daily by
!he tide.)
Lucas filed suit. contending that the consttuction bar or
the Beachfront Management Act effected a laking or his
property that required just compensation. Lucas did not take
issue with the validity of the Act as a lawful exercise of South
Carolina'spolicepower. He complained that the Act' s total
extinguishment of his property's value entitled him to compensation without regard to the legislature's intent to further
legitimate police power objectives.
The trial court agreed. It found as fact that at the time
Lucas purchased the lots, both were zoned for singJe.family
residential construction, and there were Do resb'ictions imposed by the State for such use of !he property. The coon
funher found that the Beachfront Management Act created
a pennanent construction ban on Lucas' lots. This prohibi·
tion )Vas found to deprive Lucas of any reasonable economic
use of lhe property, suspend the unrestricted right of use, and
render !he lots valueless. The coon concluded lhat Lucas's
properties had been "taken" by operation of !he Beachfront
Management Act and ordered !he Coastal Council to pay
"just compensation" of more than S 1.2 million.
On appeal, !he Supreme Coon of South Carolina reversed, holding itself bound, in light of Luc$'S failure to
attack the Act's validity, to accept the legislature's "findings
that new construction in the coastal zone threatened a
valuable public resource." This court relied on the Mugler v.
Kansas line of U.S. Supreme Coon decisions which held that
when a "regulation rospecting !he\ise of property is designed
to prevent serious public hann (by prohibiting "hannful or
noxious uses"), no compensation is owing regardless of the
regulation'seffecton!heproperty's value. [needendquote] •
The U.S. Supreme Coung11111tedctttiorari 10detennine
whclher " lhe Act's dramatic effect on the economic value of
Lucas' lots accomplished a taking of private propeny under
the fifth and foonecn!h amendments requiring !he payment
of 'just compensation."'

A few months ago, the Uni ted States Supreme Coun
decided Lucas v. Sowh Carolina. I 12 S. CL 2886 (1992).
This dec ision is a significant addition to the jurisprudence on
takings law under the fifth and fourteenth amendments of the
U.S. Constitution. Following the Lucas decision, there now
appear to be two "bright line" or per sc takings tests: firs t.,
"pcnnanent., physical occupations;'' and
second, "regulations that deny all economically beneficial or productive use of
land." Lucas is the most recent Supreme
Court statement on the second type of
takings.
As with most Supreme Court deci·
sions, a number of important questions
relevant to takings law rema;n unan·
swered. One of the more important unre-solved questions is how to detennine the
denominator of the takings law fonnula.
This matt.er is critical in every takings
case, but it has special significance in tht;
area or partial takings because the proper
approach may be tantamount to a third per se rule.
The Supreme Court has not provided any clear guidance
on the proper composition of the denominator in panial
takings. This issue was not before it in Lucas because the
petitioner argued that South Carolina's Beachfront Manage·
ment Act rendered the entirely of his land .. valueless." Thus,
the claim was based on a total takings. Notwithstanding the
argument that the land undoubtedly bad some value, even if
only for camping or bird watching, the Court accepted for
purposes of analysis the prem ise that the government action
rendered the land valueless. Although no question of a partial
takings was before the Court, the general issue was clearly on
the Court's mind. Justice Scalia anticipates the future
busin~ for the Coun on the partial takings issue in fooblote
7.
Does the Lucas decision give us any helpful clues to the
proper constitutional analysis of pania1 lakings? The answer
is a qualified yes.
Footnote 7 clearly reveals that Justice Scalia is cognizant
lhat !he issue of partial takings is on the Coon's future
agenda. Heobserves: ''Regreuably,therhetoricalforceofour
'deprivation of econom ically feasible use rule' is greater than
its precision, since the rule docs not make clear the ' property
interest' against which the loss of value is to be measured.
When, for example, a regulation requires a developer to leave
90% a rural trnct in a natural state, itis unclearwhetherwe
would analyze the situation as one in which the owner has
been deprived of au ecooomically beneficial use of !he
burdened ponion of the tmct., or as one in which the owner has
suffered a mere diminution in the value of the trnct as a
whole." This is the suige on which partial takings wiU be
played OOL
In order to advance the analysis of partial takings, il is
useful to place it in context. The rypical partial takings case
involves the situation where the owner is prevented from
developingapanof hisorher property. ltmaybeasmall pan

or
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or a large parL Thus, for example, a government regulation
requiring the dedication of a certain amount of open space,
or an environmental regulation, such as a wetlands law, that
prevents the developmentofa portion ofthepropcrty are bolh
typical scenarios that raise the issue of partiaJ ta.Icings.
Certain cases are not within the calculus of partial
takings. The subject of partial takings is distinguishable
from a " temporary takings," which would occur when the
government action temporarily deprives an owner of his or
her propeny. Aft.er First English Evangelical Lluhuan
Church v. Counry of Los Angles (U.S . 1987), there is no
question that both "l emporary" and ..permanent" takings
constitutionally require lhe payment of
compensation. The analysis of the typical partial takingscaseisal.sodistinguishable from those cases thal in volve a
physical occ upation. Thus, if the e:nvi·
ronmenta.I regulation prevents the de..·el·
opment of pan of the owner's land and
also gives the public pennanent acccss lO
the restricted land by way of a servitude
or otherwise. the per se pe.nnanem physi·
cal occupation theory or takings would
apply and require compcnsat.ion. Lucas
also indicates tha1 government action
that controls common law nuisances are
not compensable takings. For example,
a hillside slope ordinance that prevents the development of
part of the owner' s property would not be a rom pensable
taking if the ordinance prevents the establishment of a
common law nuisance. Thus, cases and regulations preventing common law nuisances are outside the calrulus of panial
takings.
The subject of partial takings is not a new one. h has
been around for at least seventy years_ The com:ct analysis
or partial lalcings was pan of the fundamental disagreement
between Justice Holmes and Justice Brandeis in P~nn.ryl1t1C1nia Coal Co. v. Mahon (U.S. 1922). In writing for the
majoricy in 1922. Justice Holmes focused on the destruction
or the owna's "right to mine coal," which was a separate
estate in the bundle of rights forming the fee simple under
Pennsylvania law, and not oo the ccooomic value of the land
that was left to the plaintiff after the application of the Kohler
Act Justice Holmes ' conceprualization of the "takings"
analysis was far different from Justice Brandeis' dissenting
view on the same matter. Brandeis argued that "values arc
relative. If we are to consider the value of the coal kept in
place by the restriction (which was the basis of the takings
claim). we should compare it with the value of all other pans
of the land. That is. with the value not of the coal alone, but
with the value of the whole property. llterightsoftheowner
as against !he public are not increased by di.nding the
interests in bis propcny into surface and subsoil. The sum of
the rights in the pans cannot be greater than the rights in the
See LUCAS pag< JO
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Lucas from page 9
whole .... For aught that appears
that the value of the coal kept in
place by the restriction may be
negligible as compared with the
value of the whole property, or
even as compared with that part
of it which is represented by the
coalremainingin place and which
may be extracted despite the statute." Id. at 419. In short, the
disagreement then, as it is today,
was over whether _takings law
requires analyzing "what's lost"
or "what's left."
WereHolmesalivetoday,he
might argue that requiring 90%
of the land to be left in a natural
state is a takings ofthat portion of
the estate. From the Holmesian
perspective, the focus would not
be on the economic value of the
, remaining 10%, but on the loss
that accompanies the 90% that
cannot be used by the owner. In
contrast, Brandeis probably
would view the .situation from
the perspective of the total economic value of the property that
can be used. Government has to
be able to regulate the use of land
without having to pay compensation every time it affects the value
of land.
At the risk of reading too
much into the tea leaves that
. _.remain in the cup containing the
Supreme Court decisions on takings law, the Holmesian view of
the issue probably is not the way
the Court would analyze a partial
taking today. For example, in the
1987 decision of Keystone BituminousCoalAss' n v.DeBenedictis, the Supreme Court concluded
that the plaintiff mining company that was required to leave
27 million tons of coal in place
pursuant to a state mining statute
. did n.o t suffer a compensable taking because the company had an
econ~mically viable use of its

,J
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Privacy from page 14
it a bit strange that no one spotted
these shady entities during the first
century and a half of their existence? The fact is that the penumbras,andtheresultantprivacyright,
are not real. They are constructs
created by a Supreme Court which
desired to strike down a statute it
disliked, but which had no basis in
the Constitution for doing so. The
Court felt it could get away with the
following non sequitur: "The Bill
of Rights protects privacy. But it
only protects privacy explicitly in,
some instances. Therefore it must
protectprivacy implicitly in all other
instances." The syllogism is illogical because the first premise includes part of the conclusion as a
hidden assumption. The Bill of
Rights does protect privacy interests, when it so states. When it does
not s0 state, we must assume that it
does not.
While its very existence denigrates our written Constitution, the
real tragedy of the privacy right is
thatithasbecomesopowerful. The
fourteenth amendment insures that
this unwritten, judge-made right
can be used by federal courts to
strike down state law. And the
Court has accepted Justice

.-
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land. This was true notwithstanding the complete extinguishment of
the separate property interest in the
particular coal deposits that were
required by law to be left in place.
This Supreme Courtcase, as well as
others, suggest that'the Brandeisian
view of tlie composition of the denominator seems to hold sway with
th~ majority of the Court today.
There is, of course, some uncertainty. Justice Scalia expressly
states: "it is unclear whether we
would analyze the ~ituation [the
90% case] as one in which the
owner has been deprived of all economically beneficial use of the burdened portion of the trac~ [the
Holmesian view],oras one in which
the owner has sufferepamere diminution in value of the tract as a
whole [the Brandeisian view]."
Lucas (emphasis added).
The application of the
Brandeisian view in the context of
partial takings will predictably
present the Supreme Court with
certain conceptual difficulties when
it directly confronts the issue. First,
there is the difficulty of where to
stop if one accepts the focus on the
economic value of what's left after
the alleged taking. How does one
determine what is left? Should one,
for example, consider all the property owned by the landowner? Probably not.
Justice Scalia helps guide us
through the analysis of this question. He rejects an expansive analysis of what's left. Restates: "foran
extreme -- and, we think, insupportable -- view of the relevant
calculus, see Penn Central Trans.
Co. v. New York City, where the
state court examined the diminution in the particular parcel's value
produced by a municipal ordinance
in light of the total value of the
taking claimant's other holdings in
the vicinity." Lucas, n. 7 (emphasis
added). This statement is helpful
because it tells us how not to view

the problem.
The second difficulty in applying the Brandeisian view is significantly more problematic. Suppose
for example, the property owner
whose property is 90% burdened by
the alleged partial taking sells or
otherwisr disposes of the 10% portion of the property that is not burdened. Byvirtueofthedisposition,
the owner is left with only the burdened property, which cannot be
used because of the government
regulation. This would suggest
tha1 his or her economic loss is now
complete. Under the Lucas ra~o
nale, a court might conclude that a
taking has occurred because the
owner has been deprived of all economically beneficial use of the bur.dened portion of the tract by the
regulation. Should the result be
different for the property owner
who does not sell?
Once again, Justice Scalia
seems to indicate the correct path to
analyzing this dilemma. "The answer ... may lie in how the owner's
reasonable expectations have been
shaped by the State's law of property -- i.e., whether and to what
degree the State's law has accorded
legal recognition and protection to
the particular interest in land with
respect to which the takings claimantallegesadiminution in (orelimination of) value." Id.
The following analysis thus
would seem to be apt. On the one
hand·, if the owner either was aware
or should have been aware of the
regulation burdening the 90% of
the.land wtren the 10% of the prop- ·
erty was sold, the owner's expectation of developing the burdened
property would not reasonably exist. The owner would seem to be
creating his or herown harm. Therefore, the Court might deny the takings claim on'this basis. The same
analysis should hold true for the
owner who does not sell.
On the other hand, if the bur-

Goldberg's characterization ofpri- (dissenting) recanted a list of acvacy as a "fundamental" right, tivities that are protected by the
which renders states helpless to Constitution, spuriously suggestdefend their laws. The only ques- ing that they were protected betion in privacy cases is whether the cause they allow individuals to "de. plaintiffs can show that their de- fine themselves in a significant
mands for privacy have met the way." This summer, Justice
requisite judicial standard. If not, O'Connorechoed Iii~ sentiments in
the law surviyes. If so, it is wiped Casey, claiming that each person
has "the right to define one's own
out.
The Court's determination on concept of existence, of meaning,
this crucial point -- what a state of the universe, and of the mystery
may do before it infringes on the of human life." References like
"privacy" ofthe plaintiff-- has been these, and the general tenor of pria particularly troubling one. There vacy cases, suggest that the Court
is, of course, no help to be gained has adopted existentialism as its
from history. Privacy is a relatively philosophy and its privacy stanrecent invention, and none of the dard.
' One would
conduct which this so-called "funYes, existentialism.
damental" right is invoked to pro- imagine that if the Court desired to
tect is actually "rooted in the tradi- adopt an official philosophy it might
tions and conscience ofour people" at least have chosen something
(see the list of privacy cases given which the Framers could possibly
above). No standard was enunci- have known about (existentialism
ated at the time the right was first as the Court seems to espouse it did
"discovered" in Griswold. But a not exist before the last century and
standard is evolving.... On sepa- was not popular until this one).
rate occasions, Justice Scalia has Unbothered by such trivialities,
characterized the more liberal mem- Justice Blackmon has _suggested,
bers of the Court as "Thoreauvian" ·an'd Justice O'Connor seems to
(Barnes v. Glenn Theatres) and agree, that a law violates the Con"Nietzschein" (Planned Parent- stitution if the Court feels that the
hood v. Casey). His comments are law prohibits people from "defining themselves." A more subjecunnervingly accurate.
In Bowers, Justice Blackmon tive and expansive standard could
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dening regulation is adopted after
the property was acquired, the
owner'sreasonableexpectationmay
have been to develop the property,
at least to the extent that the law
permitted at the time ofacquisition.
More facts might be needed to assess the owner's expectation. In
any event, the owner presents an
arguable takings claim that should
be considered on the merits, assuming no ripeness or other procedural
problems exist. Once again, the
same analysis should hold true for
the owner who does not sell.
A third difficulty in the cosmoIOgy of takings jll{isprudence
deals with what might be called
"partial-temporal takings." An illustration of this category of cases
is helpful. Consider an amortization statute that permits a property
owner to maintain a billboard for a
certain period oftime, say five years,
but thereafter requires the owner to
permanently remove it from the
site. Assume that the site is useable
only for billboard purposes, or that
the claimant only has a limited
interest in the property that is completely destroyed after five years,
whichmightbethecaseiftheclaimant had a long term tenancy of the
billboard space. Is the time frame
for the analysis of this situation the
time at which removal is orderedj
If so, Lucas strongly suggests a per
se compensable taking. Absent the
existence of some common law
nuisance to save the statute, the
conclusion that a takings has occurred seems likely. We know (ollowing .Lucas that had the statute
directed the immediate removal
then all economically beneficial or
productive use would have been
destroyed, and thus a compensable
takirlgs would have occurred.
Alternatively, is the situation
analyzed at the time the statute is
adopted? From this perspective,
the case might be considered to fit
in the category of"partial-temporal ·

hardly be imagined; as existentialists (presumably) believe, everyconscious act is an act of "self definition." Moreover, existentialism, by
its claim that we do not possess
natures, necessarily rejects the existeric~ of morality. The Court has
in essence used the privacy right to
write morality out of the Constitution.
The United States of America
was established as a constitutional
democracy. When citizens ofdemocratic nations do not like a law, they
are free to attempt to persuade their
peers and legislators to change or
abolish the law. If the majority of
people, as represented by the legislature, decides to keep the law, then
the law should remain unless it
either contradicts some specific part
of that nation's constitution (which
itself has force because it was
adopted by a majority) or is inescapably incongruent with the normative principles which give force
to any law in .the first place (see
Calderv.Bull). Before 1965,itwas
this way in America.
Thanks to the right to privacy,
individuals who do not like·a law
and are unable (or unwilling) to
persuade the legislature to abandon
the law simply march down the
street into the federal courthouse.

takings" because the claimant,
who is placed on legal notice of
the statute, is given the opportunity to realize ~rtain economic
expectations prior to the expiration of the five year amortization
period. From this vantage, the
economic loss may be considered
only partial notwithstanding the
permanent removal of the billboard.
This vexing problem would
seem in the final analysis to depend on a consideration of the
·claimant's reasonable expectations. Undoubtedly, there are
endless factual variations that
might affect any particular
owner's reasonable expectations.
Nevertheless, the general approach ofanalyzing takings questions by considering the owner's
reasonable expectations is rooted
in earlier Supreme Court decisions, including Pennsylvania
Central and Keystone. In addition to the owner's expectations,
other factors -- such as the nature
of the government's interest and
whetherthatinterestis advanced,
the impact on the claimant in
comparison to the general community, and so on -- are likely to
beacontinuingpartoftheCourt's
approach to takings law.
The importance of moving
the partial takings analysis in the
direction of considering an
owner's·expectations as shaped
by the state's law of property is
significant. Implicit in this analysis is the premise that a per se
takings test, which is the likely
result of applying the Holmesian
view~ seems to be inappropriate.
A consideration of an owner's
reasonable expectations is generally antithetical to a per se test.
Such a ''bright line" test seems to
be at odds with the view that
takings analysis essentially involves an ad hoc factual inquiry.

There, an unelected member of the
federal judiciary (presumably aided
· by the Supreme Court Reporter and
the collected works ofSartre) determines whether the Supreme Court
would feel that the state law unduly
burdens "self definition." Ifso, the
federal court applies existentialism, via the judge-made privacy
right, via the fourte¥nth amendment, and voids the state'law. This
process is insufferable in a democracy.
America is now ruled by nine
unelected, aged, black-robed individuals who interpret the invisible
penumbras which (they claim) adhere in a document only they are
allowed to interpret. It has become
a magocracy.
We, the people of the United
States, do not need magi telling us
that our laws are outmoded because
Nietzsche or Sartre would think so.
We need to restore the principles of
democracy and federalism to mir.
government. The way to do so is to
amend the Constitution and abolish the "right" to privacy. And if .
the Constitution still looks shadowyto certain membersoftheCourt,
they should be impeached so they
have thetime tovisitagoodoptometrist.
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Legal Examination Writing Workshop

WHAT THE WORKSHOP WILL Do FoR You
~

Provide 12 hours of Intensive Exam Writing Techniques.

~

Teach Exam Approach (including issue spotting techniques,
issue headnotes, factual analysis and proper sentence
strutture).

~

Most of all, you are trained to write
Superior Answers.

~

In addition, each student will have
the opportunity to write Two Exam
Hypotheticals. One answer will be
critiqued in class and one answer will
be collected at the conclusion of the
second class session. The answer will
be critiqued extensively through audio
cassette and returned to each studenf·
One blank cassette tape must be
provided by each student

~ Develop Outline Organization Techniques within the purview

of the Call of the Question (including identification of
major/minor issues and fact to element application).
~

Structure Adversary Arguments within the IRAC Format

~ Provide a Sentence by Sentence Analysis of six in~class

hypotheticals.
~

Explain the "Do's and Don'ts" of a successful exam answer.

~

Provide an extensive l 00 Page Writing Workbook. The
material is not available anywhere i_
n published form.

SCHEDULE OF SEMINARS •••
SAN DIEGO

Los ANGELES

ORANGE COUNTY

RIVERSIDE

MILPITAS/SAN JOSE

ORANGE COUNTY

• Saturday, September 26, 1992 :Noon-6:00 pm
•Sunday, September 27, 1992 : Noon-6:00 pm
• All sessions will begiven live at theHanalei Hotel, 2270 Hotel CircleNorth, San
Diego, Grand Pacific Room.

•Saturday, October 3, 1992 : 9am-12:30 pm, I:30-4:00 pm
• Sunday, October 4, 1992: 9am-12:30pm, I:30-4:00 pm
• All sessions will be given live at PacificChristian College, 2500 E.Nutwood at
Commonwealth,Fullerton!across fromCalifornia StateUniversity, Fullerton),
Second Floor,Room205.
• Saturday, October 10, 1992: Noon-6:00 pm
•Sunday, October 11, 1992: Noon-6:00 pm
•All sessionswill be held at theCrown Sterling Suites Hotel,901Calavera.sBoulevard,Milpitas, in theCordoba Room.VIDEO PRESENTATION.

to Write ...
The
' Right

Pre.-Registration Guarantees Space
and Workbook
-

• Saturday, October 10, 1992: 1:00-7:00 pm
• Sunday, October 11, 1992 : I:00-7:00 pm
•All sessions will begivenliveat theRamada Hotel,6333 Bristol Parkway, Culver
City,in the Projection Room.

$150.00 per person • $125.00 Group Rate
(Group Rate Available to Groups of 5 Who Register Together
At Least One Week Before the Desired Seminar.)

• Saturday, October 17, 1992 : Noon-6:00 pm
•Sunday, October 18, 1992: Noon-6:00 pm
•All sessionswill be held at California School of law(formerly CitrusBelt), 3175
Elizabeth St., Riverside. Room numberwill be postedon theday of theseminar.
VIDEO PRESENTATION ONLY.

Registration at Door (if Space Available) :
$160.00

• Saturday, October 24, 1992: Noon-6:00 pm
• Sunday, October 25, 1992: Noon-6:00 pm
• All sessionswilj be given liv~ at the Radisson Suite Hotel,2932 E.Nutwood Ave.,
Fullerton. Room location will be posted in the lobby.

CQ~r~e

Available hy Mail Order for $172.40 (includes post~ge & handling)_

FLEMING'S FuNDAMENTALS-OF LAW

•

"Long Term Bar Review·
•

•

•

Preparation for F-ebruary, 1993 California Bar Exam
Begins October 3, 1992
COURSE SCHEDULE:

CLASS SITE AND COST INFORMATION:

Weeke nd One:

• All Live Sessions will be held at Pacific Christian College , 2500 E.

12 Hour Writing Workshop. (Emphasis on Analysis, Organization and
Writing Techniques.)

Weekend Two:

Nutwood Avenue (at Commonwealth), Fullerton (across from California
State University, Fullerton), Second Floor, Room 205.

14 Hour Performance Workshop.

• Total Price for the Long Term ReView Course: $1,495.00.

Weekends Three through Sixteen:

• $1 50.00 non-refundable deposit will guarantee space and freeze price.

Saturday: Substantive Law, Approaches, Exam Application, Performance
Sunday:

Review and Multistate Review.
Exam Analysis of Six Past-Bar Examinations, In-Class Writing of
Three past-Bar Hypotheticals under Simulated Bar Conditions.

Weekends Seventeen and Eighteen:

32 Hour Additional Performance Workshop (instruction p rovided for
writing Memos, Briefs, Letters and P/A's, as well as Closing Arguments/etc.,
with practice files and libraries). In-Class Writing of Performance Exam
under Simulated Bar Conditions.

• Cassette Course is Available by Ma il for the Regist ration Cost p lus an
Additional Fee of $225.

LONG TERM SCHEDULE OF CLASS M EETINGS:

October 3/4, l 0/ 11, 17, 18, 24, 25, 31
November 1, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 21/22
Break (November 23 through December 18)
r ·-·--- ·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-----------·-·-----·- ·--------- -- ----·-·-·-·1 December 19, 20, 26, 27
January 2, 3, 9, l 0, 16, 17, 23, 24, 30/3 1
! R EGISTRATION FORM
(Please Type or Print)
Ij Name: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
February 6, 7, 13, 14
• Address:_
City:_

_

_

_ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone: ( _ _ __

-

- - - --

- - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Law School:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Semester i n Which Currently Enrolled : _ _ _

Workshop Location/Date to be Attend ed :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Form of Payment:

Mail this Registration Form to:

0 Check

FLASH!

State : _ _ _ _ _ Zip:_ _ _ __

_

!
I

0 Money Order (Make Payable to: Fleming's Fundamentals of Law)

FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW

2 t66 t Criptana, Mission Vie jo, California 92692 • 7 14n70-7030

!

L ·-· -·---· - · - - ---·- ---- ·- - ------ -· - - - - - - - ---- · ---- ~ - - - - - - - - - - -- -~

July 1991 Bar Statistics

Cal ifornia State Average:
54.8% Pass Rate
Fleming's Bar Candidates Average:
77.5% Pass Rate

February 1992 Bar Sta tistics
California State Average:
50.9% Pass Rate
Flemi~g's Bar Candidates Average:
, 85% Pass Rate

(For those who completed all course require me nts)

(For t hose who comple ted all course requirements)

55.5% Overall

65.5% Overall
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Parking Lot from Heck!
By Christopher Scott Trunzo

Let me begin by expressing
two concise thoughts: (1) Parking
Sucks; and (2)
There ls Nothing You Can
Do About It.
Aha,
you
think as you
aimlessl y
cruise the lots
at 9:30, I'll
just get here
before everyone else does
and get one of
the truly prime
spaces. Guess
what? Your
classmates,
with few exceptions, DREAM ON: To
aren't idiots Sunday at 8 am.
- they all
thought of that as well. The result?? A vicious cycle.
Everyone, it seems, arrives earlier and earlier to confront a lot that

seems fuller and fuller. By 8:30, have no trouble parking," you're
only those mutant lots on the far part of the problem, not part of the
side of the pool are open. One solution. In any event, unless we
wonders, do some of these cars ever stop this mad battle for parking
move? Dosomepeoplesimplypark now, we will, within a fortnight, be
their cars in the best spaces and eating, sieeping and generally livwalkeverywhere? Thinkaboutthat. ing in our cars, all to get the best
Some of your particularly competi- possible space. What, short of the
tive classmates might be keeping · selective and judicious application
of dynamite, is to
be done?
Build A Parking
Structure? Hah!
The University is
planning to build
a structure sometime before the
turn of the century. Rumor has
it that it will be
placed somewherebetween the
soccer field and
Zimbabwe. However, our amazing
and wonderful
Tram will be makget one of these spots, you'll have to get here on a
ing a run once every three days between the struc- ·
their cars in long term storage in ture and reality.
Force Undergraduates To Park
the best, most convenient parts of
"Elsewhere??" Why not? Notonly
the lot.
For those of you who say, "I do we pay more money to go here

Humor in the Nineties:
'The Howard Stern Show'

~·

attorney standing in for Judge
Wapner and Howard Stern as the
By Dallas O'Day
defendant. The plaintiff was a
Motions Staff writc::r
homeowner who had become upset
after watching a particular skit
Howard's show. The skit was "The
Where has all the humor Howie-wood Homeless Squares," a
gone? From the savage irrever- take-off of yet another game show,
ence of the Sixties, our society with homeless people as conteshas witnessed the decline and fall tants. TheplaintiffbelievedHoward
of the witty thrust. "Sensitivity" had mistreated the homeless people
is the buzzword, and the result because the grand prize was a shophas been nothing short of idiotic. ping cart filled with aluminum cans,
Case in point: "The Howard and the prize for winning the "secret square" was a new home-a
Stem Show."
Anyone who has ever seen cardboard box.
The plaintiff sought an apolHoward Stern or heard his radio
show knows that the man has no ogy from Howard anda promise not
class or taste. But it is precisely to do it again. After listening to the
those qualities that make his show plaintiff and Howard, and careful
so unbelievably funny. For ex- . deliberation, the judge found that
ample, Howard has an associate the plaintiff had no standing to
named Stuttering John. Stutter- argue on behalf of the contestants.
ing John's job is to interview He found for Howard, although he
celebrities even though Stutter- admonished him to "be more careing John stutters. In addition, the ful" in the future.
So what's the point of all this
questions Stuttering John asks
are not very respectful. One in- descriptive, nonanalytic prose? To
terview with a baseball player point out the lack of humor on the
consisted of one question: "Who part ofearnest, well-meaning liberdo you think got hit on the chin als like the plaintiff. The plight of
with more balls, Yogi Berra or the homeless is a problem in this
country, as is the use of cliches like
, Rock Hudson?"
Tasteless, yes. Mean, per- "plight of the homeless." But does
that mean wecan'tmakefunofour
haps. But undeniably funny.
So there I was, watching problems? P.J. O'Roarke summed
Howard at lam, when an odd skit it up nicely when he wrote that
came on. It was a sendup of''The people who say we shouldn't make
People's Court," with a practicing fun of certain things are tight. But

those who say we can't make fun
of certain things are wrong, as
anyone who has ever laughed at
a starving-Ethiopian-joke would
agree.
Now, right-wingers can be
humorless, too. They ·usually
don't laugh at Monty·Python's
"Life of Brian" or Jimmy
Swaggart'serotic escapades. But
the typical right-wing response
when under attack is to denounce.
Rarely are press releases issued
which note the offensive
material's "regrettable lack of
sensitivity." Thank God for that,
because it's difficult for me to be
sensitive to everyone's concerns.
If I had to be sensitive and
respectful of this country's problems, I'dbeabasketcase. Crime,
an economy in the toilet, environmental problems, a Democratabout to win the White House,
etc. -- life sucks. That's why we
have a sense of humor, whether
suited for the gallows or the
Algonquin Round Table: to help
us deal with people like Bush and
Dianne Feinstein. Do ifl want to
laugh when Howard offers aluminum cans in a shiny new shopping cart as a grand prize to
homeless people, don't tell me
I'm insensitive to the needs of the
homeless. I know that. Just
remember, though: you lack
standing.

than they do, we will probably on
the average earn more over the
course of our lifetime than they
will. Think of the contributions
that we, as alumni, would make out
of gratitude stemming from ease of
parking.
Park On The Grass?? Maybe

aggravation and ignorance. What
fun you will have when the bozo in
the back seat tosses out some bizarre hypo concerning rules and
situations you thought were beyond
the scope of the class as he insists
that he has inside information leading him to conclude that THIS is
what the test is about.
Profit From The Misery Of
Others??
Come to school really
Why not just accept
early, sometime in July perhaps.
the parking for what it Put those little orange cones all
overtheemptyspaces. Then, when
is, a crapshoot.
the suckers arrive, CHARGE
THEMFOR THE SPACES. When
they pay, remove a cone and everynot, our wannabe VP Big Al the body is happy. Hey, if you can't
Spotted Owl's Pal might take of- make a buck off the suffering of
fense. If he and Wild Bill actually your fellow students, you don't beshow for the great one-sided debate long here!
in October, they might be a bit
March, Protest And Make A
perturbed to find a bunch ofDetroit Nuisance of Yourself?? Get real,
. andNagasakiironscatteredallover you 're a law student, not a radical.
nature's creation. Besides, cars Do not emulate our distant cousins
tend to leave unsightly and hard to at SDSU: throwing a tantrum will
remove oil stains on the grass. Even not work.
Accept The Crummy Parking
Lady MacBeth couldn't get those
For What It Is?? Why not just
spots out.
Park In The Administrators' accept the parking for what it is, a
crapshoot. We arrive earlier and
Offices? That'll show them!
Don't Come to School? Do earlier to get the spoils of victory.
you really need all the stress, pres- So what ifyou live at school? What
sure and angst? Look, you're get- do you think working will be like?
ting older everyday; shouldn't you You '11 be working like a dog just to
take advantage of your youth while keep up with everybody else and
you still have it? Stay home, chill keep your job. Maybe, if you're
out, watch Gilligan's Island. Get lucky, on Sundays you can arrive at
your friends to take notes for you. 4 in the morning.
Forget The Problem And Hope
You can pity those poor wretches
suffering the trials of the Socratic It Will Go Away? While this does
method while you yukk it up to the seem to work for politicians of both
adventures ofGilligan and the Skip- major flavors, my old prof Fred
per too, here on Gilligan's Isle. Neitzche always said, "Blessed are
Sure, you '11 never become the mil- the forgetful; they forget their stulionaire that way, but some of you pidities as well."
could become his wife, and I have
Can any of these suggestions
seen several
work? No, but
potential
they weren't inGillig ans
Wouldn't a vigorous 5 tended to. Inwandering
stead, they throw
to 20 mile walk be the the
these halproblem into
perfect way to start off relief. Any real
lowed halls.
. WalkTo
your busy school day? s u gges ti o n s
School? Just
would be more
think about
than welcome.
how your butt is spreading as you sit Don't tell me. Tell the Dean, tell
· andreadthis. Doyoureallywantto the President, tell the Board, or tell
sit in a car? Wouldn't a vigorous 5 it to the people who really count, the
to 20 mile walk be the perfect way Contributors. Take your concerns
to start off your busy school day? to them and make them listen. If
Come to class exuding the sweat of that sounds like too much work, try
a real man or a real woman. Don't Writing something for Motions -be ashamed, get on your feet and they need the writers, can't you
lug that 100 pound book bag to tell??
Timbuktu and back everyday. Your
parents did, uphill, both ways.
Carpool? Imagine, you and Mr. Trunzo is an overly spoiled
four of your best, or at least most second year student who loves to
conveniently located, law school complain about trivialities in lieu
buddies jamming into your under- of thinking about important things
powered midsized monstrosity for like jobs and school and jobs.
a thrill a minute ride to school.
Perhaps, if you're really lucky the Editor's note: the opinions condriver will be really bad, get dis- tained herein are neither the opintracted by the incessant chatter and ions of Motions, its editorial staff,
crash. Think of the torts! Sam nor the author. They are, in fact,
Spital salivates at the thought! the product ofa fevered mind under
Imagine the fun at finals time: five the influence of a rotten potatoe.
stressed out, neurotic, exhausted
law students engaging in the mutual reinforcement of their anxiety
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BAR REVIEW:

Hollywood and Gringo,
Still Thirsty

THE OLD OX
4474 MISSION BLVD. AT GARNET, PACIFIC BEACH
Hollywood: The venerable Old Ox is the best bar in Pacific Beach, bar none, and offers one an amazing
array of tantalizing treats forthe eyes, mouthand,iflucky, touch. Upon entering, one is immediately surrounded
by drunken, post-baccalaureate greek dudes and beautiful, tan, semi-drunken women. The Old Ox emits a
festive, spring-break ambience. On a warm night on the outside patio one might think one was in Palm Springs
or south of the border.
The Old Ox is 'the San Diego equivalent of Henry's in Berkeley (a bar for a few shots) or Stratton's in
Westwood. In addition, this is the only barin PB with its own parking lot, so those of you who still live by school
or wander the desert in Mission Valley can driv~ straight there without spending the first half of the night
wandering around my block looking for a parking spot.
Moot Court participants beware: exercise caution when blowing off members of the opposite sex who
happen to be members of the California bar, lest they take revenge on you during oral argument. Just ask the
3rd year winner of the 0 'Connell' s hot legs contest.

GRINGO'S PICK O' THE MONTH

Blind Melon's
710 GARNET AVE, PACIFIC BEACH
So there I was ... sitting in Mel's, slurping Moosehead by the ·
flagon, when Blond Bruce gave me a fine piece of advice to help me
with my mid-life crisis (that's 30 years old, not 40). Brucie told me
(OK, he was singing it so he told everybody, but he MEANT it for
ME), "The nice thing about getting older is that the young girls look
just as good as they always did ... but now the old ones don't look so
bad after all!!" What does this have to do with Bar Review? Nothin.
It just made me think about getting older: it sucks. Avoid it.
Mel's on the other hand should most certainly not be avoided.
I.t' s a fine spot to gather for many beery beverages and to listen to the
blues. The bands are always live and lively, the crowd always
interesting. Yeah, that's the word: interesting. The bikers aren't
nearly as fierce as
they seem, and none
of
the
other
unsavories are particularly dangerous
as long as you don't
swap bodily fluids
with them (this
wouldbeabadthing).
The staff is delightful, the drinks designed for a student
budget, and the cover
charges eminently
reasonable. Parking
ain'teasy but it's not
as bad as on certain
campuses. which
shall remain nameless. Overall, Mel's
is a good thing -- a
thing to be cherished like fine wine, a great pizza, or the memory of
your first backseat adventure.

Gringo: Oh please. Let's face it - the Dumb Ox is just one of a million generic singles bars with a bad
restaurant attached (correction: aREALLYbad restaurant). It's a leftover from a bygone age ofone night stands
and easy love (happy days gone, but not forgotten). One might think that one has gotten one's self in a time
warp back to the seventies and one could not get one's big ol' butt back to the nineties where one belongs. It
has all the charm and characteristics of a standard franchised danc.eteria except for the minor detail that it lacks
an actual dance floor: small loss. And parking?? I've seen bigger.parking lots at drive-thru taco stands. As
for the Spring-Breakishness: I've had better Spring Breaks in the Law Library than I ever could in that Den
of Naugahyde. The drinks were lame; most of the women were drop-outs from secretarial and beauty school;
the men were all unemployed. It was also unbearably hot and overcrowded even by PB bar standards; not
crowded in a good way, but more like crowded as in a Who concert or the Law School parking lot by 8:30. The
Ox has absolutely no redeeming qualities. Avoid this place like leisure suits, like shopping with your Mom,
like borrowing underwear.

BIG NEWS: Moondoggies II is now open. Right near that other
lame tourist trap, the La Jolla Hardrock, you can now find "MD2: A
Sporting Place." I haven't checked out the night life there yet, but the
beer is good, the employees outstanding, the sports- watching
equipment of top quality, and the food passes muster with flying
colors. Go there.

BAREFOOT BAR & GRILL

HOLLYWOOD RAG OF THE MONTH

1404 WEST VACATION ROAD (Somewhere south of Crown
Point), PACIFIC BEACH

Moose McGillycuddys

Hollywood: San Diego's best kept secret Possibly the finest place west of the Rockies to view the sunset.

YOU DON'T NEED TO KNOW (on Garnet), PACIFIC BEACH

The patio features more tables than San Marcos Piazza (and no pigeons). It's perfect for having nice, romantic
This phrase describes the mentality of all the guys and the shape
·
cocktails instead of the boisterous Lahina's.
of most of the women who come here. Although Moose's attempts
I was told Raquel Welch and Charlton Heston meet here regularly for wine coolers and martinis. On the ·. to create the same promiscuous ambience as The Red Onion, it fails
night I attended, I met many an out of town female conventioneer at the bar, which of course spells many a reason
miserably. Prostitutes go to "the Spread Onion" knowing they will
to go back -- drunken women on vacation. At the very least, take the initiative to buy everyone drinks, and then . either get thrown out or get a date with Dave S.; they don't even bother
when the tab arrives, simply sign any random name and room number. Of course, include a big tip.
to come here. At least "the Red O" can boast a happy hour and beachThere is a story behind the name of the bar. It features San Diego's only sand dance floor. The music is : front tables. All Moose's can boast is stale popcorn and weekly
91X night on Wednesdays and the best of the sixties on Thursday night Mongay night features big-screen
Thursday night screenings of "The Simpson's." In the esteemed
football watching, but guests must supply their own beach chairs. The only problem is that! got sand up my . words of Gringo, ''The place has no soul."
shorts after enjoying my sex-on-the-beach.
The only reason guys come here is because they areloaded on
testosterone and are following where their manliness leads them.
Gringo: YUCK!! A horrid tourist trap Club Med disco swinging singles night club right here in our own Unfortunately, there are only about twenty-five women in the entire
fair city. No wonder it's a well kept secret: like when your Mom has an affair with space aliens -- you're too
place, and half are dating the bartenders.
damed embarrassed to talk about it. Just because we suck the dollars out of those Zonies and Euro-trash, we
This bar cannot even master the art of drinIJnr,. On a normal
don't have to actually associate with their ilk. The place looks like somebody's basement but with a REALLY
night the drinks are expensive, yet small, and the wai1 staff slow. On
BIG kitty litter box where they expect you to dance! The bar was expensive, the staff unfriendly, the decor
Wednesdays (dollar-a-drink nights) one must pay J5 to get in and
horrendously done in postmodern rec-room. Its one redeeming quality, after you mortgage your car for a draft
have the bartenders pander for tips by announcing "only one dollar"
beer, was the wooden patio. Sadly, this asset was full of equally wooden touristy types soaking up the California
whenever they serve a drink. I took my dollar back and left. Down
night while listening to the BeeGees on a synthesizer. It was a pre-planned, heartless, plastic, automated
the street atEmerald City the drinks are cheaper, andafter 12:30you
atmosphere. All it needed was an out of work reggae band playing Calypso music on steel drums.
can get in for free. ·
And no movie star has EVER seen the inside of this dump, especially for martinis, which no one but me
has actually drunk since "Bewitched" went off the air. (Didja ever play the game where you have to drink every
HOLLYWOOD'S SPECIAL PARTY REVIEW:
time Darren's boss Larry drinks during an episode?) How could you dare to compare this basement-bar with
Lahina' s? You Philistine. Lahina' s is a San Diego tradition, while this cellar looks like the Japanese designed
Many thanks to the PAD men; Scott & co. and Dean. Also, Paula
and built it. I kept expecting to see a cartoon mascot and a sushi girl. Do I really need to elaborate on what these
& Keith, Courtney, Tim, the Neuss, Karl, and Amy. You make my
conventioneers from Ohio looked like? Pale, dumpy, conservative Republicans who can't understand why
nights foggy and quench my thirst. May you experience many a night
Californians worry so much about the environmimt. Ever think about George and Barbara Bush getting naked?
of revelry and never suffer a hangover.
These people made me shudder. Avoid this plac( like E-Z credit terms, like junk bonds, like trickle down theory.
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Professor Rice on Euthanasia:
Final Solution to Moral Dilemma?
By D. Elisabeth Espy
MoliMsStaffwrtter

Last week Professor Charles
Rice ofthe University ofNotreDame
Law School delivered a lecture at
USD on the Constitution and Natural Law. He specifically addressed
the alarming recent trend in the law
permitting euthanasia in an increasingly broad range of situations.
Professor Rice "predicts" a renewed interest in natural law thinking in response to laws which have
. legitimized the "killing of the innocent." He refers to laws which
permit the killing of Nancy Cruzan,
oreuthanasia statutes such as Proposition 161 currently up for approval
in California. and of course Roe v.
Wade. Rice identifies two analytical approaches to this constitutional
issue as legal positivism and natural law.
Legal positivists assert that any
properly enacted law is valid. It is
law itself which defines right and
wrong. The only alternative to this
cynical view, claims Rice, is natu-

ral law.
Natural law, in a nutshell, is a
set of rules of moral conduct based
on the nature of a thing itself. The
good is that which is in accord with
the nature of the thing. Every thing
has a nature, and can fulfill its
nature more or less well. A good
watch tells time accurately, II}ay be
conveniently' worn on the wrist,
and so on. From this nature we can
derive the nile, "Tell time accurately." Virtue for a watch is being
a very good watch, and following
this rule contributes to that end.
Are there any limits to what
the law can do? For legal positivists
the answer is no. Natural law, on
the other hand, allows for deeper
analysis. There are limits to the
authority oflaw, and it is meaningful to discuss whether or not a law
is good or bad. Positive laws can be
measured against higher, moral
laws.
. According to Thomas Aquinas,
the law "do not kill the innocent" is
such a moral rule for human beings. Rice claims that laws which
permit the killing of seriously brain
damaged people or foetuses ·
breaches this law. A comatose
person, or one born with only a

brain stem is, for Rice, the most
innocent of persons, and must not
be killed.
Rice discards the discredited
and artificial distinction between
active and passive euthanasia. The
next step, he predicts, will be killing the innocent by lethal injection.
What justification could be made
by an humane person that the prolonged and sometimes- excruciatingly painful death by starvation is
preferable to a quick and painless
end? Death is, after all, equally
certain in both cases.
Rice moves from this uncomfortable prospect to one more horrific. Our society is aging quickly.
The fastest growing population in
the United States is the over eightyfive age group. Agingpersonstypically experience a gradual loss of
mental capacity; they may have
difficulty communicating; they are
poorer than their younger, working
counterparts; they will soon be an
insupportable drain on our national
resources. We are already unable
to provide basic medical care to a
large portion of our population ...
Rice says that we can not draw
a line between calling an embryo a

See Rice page 5 -

Moot Court: A Plea for
Competence, not Callousness
By Mark Bagula and
Robert Little

No exceptions." The mistaken date
suggests nothing less than the sloppy
and careless manner in which the
instructions were written.
TheExclud~Participantsread

this instruction and, interpreting it
to mean what it appeared to mean,
Some fifteen percent of moot thought the signup onthe previous
court contestants who spent Labor . Wednesday was the signuprequired
Day Weekend preparing a brief for "by this date," merely .completed
the Alumni Tort Moot Court com- thebrief,andtumeditinon Wednespetition were denied the chance to day the 10th, when it was accepted
arguein the competition. A vaguely withoutcoinment. Participants had
written rule, strictly enforced to sign up ano.ther time upon delivagainst eight students who inter- ery of their briefs.
This interpretation of the
preted it in what appears to be an
obvious fashion, was the source of phrase was natural. The students
bitternessandresentment,pri,deand had signed up in order to get the
prejudice.
problem; could this not be the reThe story went like this. Stu- quired sign up? The signup sheet
dents were required to "sign in" · was up on Tuesday and Tuesday
and leave their phone numbers to only~ yet the instructions sa.i d you
receive the Moot Court pro1'lem on must sign up "by this date," not "by
Wednesday,Septemb0r3,a~aMoot 6pm" or"bytheendoftheday." No
Court-sponsored kegJer. No ex~ reference was made .to this as a
planation was given for 'this re- second required signup.
quirement. No grading codes were
The Moot Court Board, which
given; the list went, to my knowl- authored the instructions, interedge, unused. Peoplewhoaskedfor preted their phrase to require a
the packet were told they had to second signup on Tuesday the 9th,
sign up to receive it.
which was identified:as Monday
Students were then to turn. in (Labqr Day) in the ~nstructions.
their brief the following Wednes- . ' ' Many more than fifteen· perday, September 10. The packet · centwouldhavefailedtosignupon
contained instructions under. the · Tuesday were it not for chance noheading "Monday {sic] [the] 9 [th]" tiCing of the signup requirement on
that they must "sign up by this date. theMootCourtofficedooron Tues-
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On the Right

Privacy, Existentialism, and
the Fall of American
Democracy
among those rights "so rooted in
the traditions and conscience of
By L. Lucarelli
our
people as to be ranked as
Motions Staff writ.er
fundamental."
Stock in this new right has
risen drasticiilly since Griswold.
Privacy has been invoked ·sucThis is the resurrection of cessfully to strike down reMark Brnovitch's column, "In strictions on birth control
the Right." I have altered the (Griswold), abortion (Roe v.
name so as to sound slightly less Wade), and pornography
pretentious.
(Genusav. City ofPeoria). It has
Recently, Cindy Dobler and also been used (unsuccessfully)
I were at Tio' s discussing how to in efforts to legalize drug use
make America a better place to (Casbah,Inc. v. Thone), sodomy
live. I suggested that the aboli- (Bowersv. Hardwick) and euthation of the constitutional right to nasia (Cruzan v. Director, Misprivacy was the place to start. I souriDept. ofHealth). The ubiqbelieve it is also the place to start uity oflitigation surrounding it is
this year's series of "On the almost enough to make us forget
Right."
that the right to privacy is, and
As most of us are aware, the always has been, a lie.
privacy right was "discovered"
Privacy is said to come from
bytheSupremeCourtinGriswold the penumbras which emanate
v. Connecticut (1965). Justice from the individual rights listed
Douglas declared that "specific in the Bill of Rights. Right.
guarantees in the Bill of Rights What exactly are these "penumhave penumbras, formed by ema- bras"? Why are they only visible
nations from those guarantees." to members of the federal judiJustice Goldberg went even fur- ciary, and only after 1965? Isn't
ther by claiming that privacy was
See Privacy page 1

o

On the Left

Labor v. Fair Employment:
Labor Commission 111Equipped to Handle Gay
Rights Enforcement

day, attendance at a single, brief,
optional orientation meeting when
the packet was handed out, or previous Moot Court participation.
This is where the story gets
interesting.
On Thursday, with less than a
week to go, members of the Moot
Court Board were calling alumni
By Judy Carbone
and other local attorneys to find _
Motions Staff writer
judges for the competition. Facing
difficulty in finding the number ·.
necessary to serve the large number
"The real point of the thing
of students who had turned in briefs
is to send message that bigotry
and were therefore qualified to participate in oral arguments, the Board · will not be tolerated in California." -- Staff Assistant to Goverwas faced with two choices: (1) The
nor Pete Wilson on AB2601, the ·
Hard Way -- find more attorneys to
gay rights legislation that the
serve as judges; and (2) The Easy
Governor signed into law last
Way -- reduce the number of stu-.
week. ·
dent contestants.
On its face, it all sounds
They selected The Easy Way.
great, but take a closer look at
The Excluded Participants were
AB2601. Headlines touted the
then called by members of the Moot
Governor's signing of the gay'
Court Board and told they could not
rights bill which ensured that
compete in the oral arguments. They
there would be no discrimination
were, however, encouraged to "parin employment based on sexual
ticipate in future Moot Court
orientation. He .vetoed similar
events." Translation: We're screw.•
legislation (AB 101) last year,
ing you, but we hope you come back'
claiming that last year's assemfor mo.re.
bly bill would have hurt small
The Excluded Participants,
businesses. With an exemption
angry over spending thirty to fifty
•for businesses with• fewer than
hours over Labor Day Weekend
five employees, he signed
only to be denied participation, tried
AB2601.
to ameliorate the situation in
So far, so good, but here is
See Plea page 5

a

where the trouble begins: instead of amending the Fair Employment and Housing Act to
include sexual orientation with
other protected classes, the LegislatureamendedtheLaborCode.
The brief history behind this goes
back to Wilson's veto of ABlOl.
At that time, Wilson stated that
homosexuals were already protected from employment discrimination, based on a California court case that linked sexual
orientation with political affilia- ·
tion. They were therefore protected from discrimination by
Labor Code sections 1101 and
1102; The unfortunate part of
this methodofreasoning is thatit
furthers the inaccurate presumption that sexuality is something
thatpeopleputon with their shoes
eachday; People's sexuality does
not change with the color of their
outfits -- it is what they are.
The other difficulty which
arises by placing the law under
·the Labor Code is that it is enforced by the Labor Commission

· See Labor page 5
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Czar's Corner

'Well Hung Jury' Hanging On
to Top Ranking
By Keith Cramer
Intramural Czar

It's softball season once again
and time for the competitive league
mid-season preview. (Don't worry
Co-Rec participants, we'lltakecare
of you next issue.) The views expressed are solely those of the Czar,
and he's not interested in hearing
any whining about how your team
should be ranked higher. Keeping
that in mind, here's the CPRP
(Czar's Purely Random Poll)
rankings as of Oct. 6:
1. Well Hung Jury (4-0) These guys were begging for the
numberonerankingaftertheirmost
recent win, so here it is. (Hope Brad
is happy now.) They are looking
tough so far, but are way too smug
for their own good. Although they
appear to be the favorites, if the
Czar were a betting man he'd be
looking for these guys to self-destruct late in the season.
2. Bad Guys (3-1) - A team
teetering on the edge of greatness,
but they really haven't been tested
yet. There's no doubt that they
think they are good; just ask Jack

"How much for the hat?" Yeah, he themselves the "Skins". It's only
will be more than happy to tell you. by the skin of their teeth that they
It will take a couple of weeks to are ranked in the top half, and it's
decide if they really deserve this probably being charitable to rank
ranking. Stay tuned.
them sixth. The jury is still out on
3. BarkLikeADog(2-2)-Bob this unknown and relatively
"I Can Stop That Bouncing Ball untested team.
With My Face" Huston and the
7. Tortfeasors(2-2)-WithKen
boys are back for another season. (aka ''TheMasteroftheMoonBall')
Another of the perennial "middle- looking like a shoo-in for the Cy
of-the-pack" teams· trying to be- Young Award, you would think
come a contender. Hate to be the that these guys would be doing
bearer of bad news, but it ain't better. If they are going to become
gonna happen.
serious contenders their offense
4. Section B (3-1) - You can needs to become more consistent
dress them up (they have named realsoon. Prediction: Won't break
themselves "We Stay in the Box') into the top five.
and give them a decent record, but
8. Czarist Forces (2-2) - With
you just can't hide the fact that they forces like this it's no wonder the
are a first year team: Hate to break czarsfellfrompower. Theymayno
it to you boys, but first year teams longer be called the "Marlins," but
just don't win titles.
something still smells fishy. They
5. WSU(l-l-1)-TheWestem do have the talent it takes to win the
"Who brought the steroids?" State title, but they need to pull it together
team is looking to take home the soon. The Czar's personal favorite
title this year. They always manage to win it all.
to fall ust short and this season will
9. Weasels (2-2)-Ayearin the
be no ex9epuon. Too many indi- real world has turned these guys
vidual players doing their owri into a mere shadow of the once
thing. Lack of team play will be formidable Weasel teams. Even
their downfall.
with Rod "Ole" Curbelo at the hot
6. UndergradAluminum(l-1- corner, however, this team has
1)-For some reason thateludesme, somehow always managed to pull
these guys have taken to calling out the wins when it counts. Look

for them to be in the hunt come
playoff time.
10. The Fixers (1-2) - These
guys are there own worst enemy. If
you can get them down early, team
dissention will break out more often than not. Don't get me wrong
though, Keith · "I think I'm
Muhammad Ali" Nussbaum has
assembled a tough squad. Look for
them to make a move up in the
standings.
11. Section C (1-2)- You guys
should savor the win because it
doesn't look like you ~ill be seeing
too many more of them. On the
bright side, however, console your-

self with the knowledge there are
teams worse than you.
12. Section A (0-4)-This is a
team thatknowshowtohaveagood
time in the face of adversity. They
would be just as happy to have a
beer in their hand instead of a mitt.
Who knows, maybe the beer would
help; it's obvious that the mitts
aren't serving any useful purpose.
13. Section E (0-4) - It's good
to see the evening section put a
team together this season. Unfortunately for these guys, however, it
looks to be a long season. Console
yourselves with the knowledge that
you still get to play against Sec. A.

that led the library to adopt its
policy restricting computers is even
more applicable when applied to
the use of computers in the classroom. At least in the library the
annoyed student can relocate.
The use of computers in the
. classroom is frivolous and unnecwould be created by just a dozen or essary. For hundreds of years students have taken notes in class
so co_mputers.
The administration should act without them. Those students who
now to ban ·the use of computers find it necessary to transcribe every
duringclass. Thesamereasoning word to every lecture should either

tape the lecuire and type it later, or
go for that career as a court reporter.

f

A Ban on Notebooks?
advent of notebook computing.
Never intended for computer usage,
they were installed so that
By Lee S. Meyer
classrooms could be used as typing
rooms during exam time for those
preferring to type their exams.
Two types of keyboards are
In nineteen years of schooling currently available on notebook
I have never seen anyone bring a computers. "Push" keyboards decomputer to class, until now. This liver a distinct clicking noise when
year there are at least two or three each key is pressed. "Mush" keystudents taking notes on their com- boards are somewhat quieter in that
puters in each of my classes. Not they don't click, but they are by no
since my high school typing class means silent. Although the indushave I been subjected to such clat- try is working on quieter keyboards,
nothing silent is currently availter.
During the renovation of the able.
Notebook sales are the fastest
law library, the school purchased
growing
segment of the computer
study carrels with electrical outlets
marketplace.
Technologicalrefinefor students to use notebook comments
are
making
notebooks less
puters. Soon afterwards many stuless
expensive.
As
prices lower,
and
dents began complaining about the
more
and
more
people
will purnoise generated by the computer
them.
chase
·keyboards. The result was the curThe presence of a few computrent library policy which restricts
computer use to either the informa- ers in a classroom is annoying. The
tion services area on the main floor constant tapping is distracting even
or the "laptop" room on the second on the quieter keyboards. As more
and more students purchase notefloor.
The electrical outlets present book computers and bring them to
in most of the classrooms in the law class, the situation will become quite
school were installed before the unbearable. Imagine the noise that

Editor.Genet's note to the author:
Havingsensitiveearsmyself,Ifound
the clicking of the keyboards in
class distracting. I discovered that
the sound rises up, so I asked some
computing students to move to the
back of the classroom. They were
very accommodating, and now I
can concentrate on the lectures, not
the clicking.

THE MORENA CLUB
_Cheap Beer Great Pool Good Food
What more do you

ne~d?

Come visit the Motions staff at the Mo' Club Tuesday·Nights
$1.10 drafts all night!
1319 Morena Blvd. Just South of Tecolate
276-9101
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50 Reasons

y PMBR

Is The Obvious Choice ...
1. Over 2,000 Multistate questions with folly
detailed explanatory answers.
2. On a scale of difficulty from 1-10, PMBR
questions truly reflect the complexity, difficulty and length of MBE-type questions.
3. Multistate "Nuance Charts" - delineating
the fine-line hornbook and Restatement
distinctions commonly tested on the MBE.
4. Multistate "Flash Cards" --a deck of 356
~ards designed as a capsule review for the
Multistate (a $75 value).

21 . PMBR gives extensive, meaningful critiques not merely brief and general comments.

33. Simulated California Bar Exam with 6 essay
questions and 2 Perforn1ance tests administered over two consecutive days.

22. PMBR F~c;say Workshop volume contains an
additional 25 Essays that are reviewed and
analyzed in-class.
2.'\ . All California Performance Workshops
taught by Prof. Peter Jan Honigsberg,
regarded as California's leading authority
on Performance testing skills.

34. Simulated MBE exam administered as part
of 3-Day PMBR Multistate Workshop.
35. PMBR substantive lectures arc predominantly lit1e at most major lectures .
36. Prof. Gail Bird (Hastings) conducts the
Community Property lectures.

24 . At most locations the Performance
Workshops arc taught lit1e.

37. Prof. Keith Wingate (Hastings) condLKts
the Civil Procedure lectures.

S. Multistate audio cassette tape review (a
$100 value).

38. Prof. Herbert Krimmcl (Southwestern)
conducts the Wills and Trusts lectures.

6. PMBR 3-Day Multistate · Workshop
included ($295 value).

39. Prof. Steven Hirschtick (Loyola) conducts
the Corporations lectures.

7. l?MBR 6-Day "Early Birll" Workshop included ($425 value).

40. Prof. Daniel Fessler (U.C. Davis) conducts
the Contracts lectures.

8. Multistate "Caveats" - Skills, Strategies and
Techniques for improving MBE scores. '
9.

41. Prof. Jeremey Miller (WSU - Fullerton)
conducts Criminal Procedure lectures.

Multi~tate "Flow Charts" -diagramming
complex Multistate principles and
concepts in chart form.

w

10. 48 hours of in-class Multistatc Workshop
hours.

43. Steven Palmer, Esq., national Multistate expert, con~lucts many California Multistate lectures.

11. Multistate Workshops lit1e in Los Angeles,
San Francisco, San Diego, Anaheim,
Sacramento & Santa Clara.
12. Essay Workshops (6 sessions) designed to
improye your (1) issue identification, (2)
organization and (3) legal analysis skills.
13. 18 hours of in-class Essay Workshop hours.
14. California Essay Workbook with over 100
practice essay questions and model
answers.
1S. Workbook contains actual past California essay questions from 1986 to 1992 with
model answers.

44. Jared Gross, Esq., nationally renowned
Multistate specialist, also conducts California Multistate lectures.
25. Students arc taught the "Honigsberg
Grill" - a methodological approach
teaching ( 1) time allocation, (2) fact gathering and (3) strategy.
26. PMBR California Performance Workbook a ~
compilation of actual past Performance
tests with model answers.
27. PMBR California Performance Workshop
volume that is reviewed in-class during
Workshop sessions.

16. Essay Workshops conducted under the
direction and tutelage of Prof. Richard
Sakai, University of Santa Clara.

28. Students may submit an unlimitell
number of Performance Tests for individual grading.

17. Prof. Sakai was voted Santa Clara's roost
popular professor in 1992.

29. Students receive IU1o llifferent sets of
course outlines: (1) capsule outlines and
(2) longer substantive outlines.

18. Prof. Sakai conducts Essay Workshops live
at PMBR locations in San Francisco, Santa
Clara and Sacramento.
19. Essay Workshops conducted live in Los
Angeles, Anaheim, and San Diego by Scott
Pearce (Barpassers' former Essay Instructor).
20. PMBR allows unlimitellgrallell essays.

Robert Feinberg, Esq., recognized as the
nation 's lealling Multistate expert, conducts,the California Multistate lectures.

30. Capsule Outlines average approximately SO
pages per subject.
3 1. Substantive outlines arc more in-depth and
average 100 pages per subject.
32. Most Outlines are written by California law
professors and .specially designed for
California bar exam.

4t;. PMBR has offices in San Francisco and Santa Monica to help service our students.
46. PMBR offers "Early Bird" lccturc:s in the
fall and spring semesters at various <:oursc
locations to help prepare students for their
law school exams.
47. PMBR conducts California bar review
classes at 20 different convenient locations.
48. First and second year students can 10111
PMBR for an enrollment deposit <">f $100
and receive a complete set of .study aids
which include: ( 1) flash cards, (2) outlines
and (3) practice exam questions.
49. PMBR students had the HIGHEST
REPORTED CALIFORNIA pass rate
last year: 82%.

SO. The Tuition Price:

